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UNITED STATES VS. RAYMOND EUGENE INGALLS 1 

A District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia 

Law No. 87,725 
; 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, plaintiff, 

vs. 

United States of America, defendant 

United States of America, 

District of Columbia, ss: 
Be it remembered, that in the District Court of the United States 

for the District of Columbia, at the City of Washington, in said 
District, at the times hereinafter mentioned, the following papers 
were filed and proceedings had, in the above-entitled cause, to wit: 

1 In the District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia 

Law No. 87,725 
I 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, 2 Williams Street, Cambridge, Mary¬ 

land, plaintiff 

V8. 

United States of America, defendant j 
Declaration 

Filed June 27, 1936 

Comes now the plaintiff and for the cause of action against the 
defendant says: 

That while serving the defendant in the armed forces of the United 
States, duly enlisted therein, plaintiff was insured under a War Risk 
Insurance policy in the sum of $10,000, and says that subsequently 
he converted the $10,000.00 of said insurance to an Ordinary Life 
policy which converted insurance was granted him by the defendant 
under Policy K-530-670, and that on to-wit, Feb. 1, 1933, the plain¬ 
tiff herein made application for and was granted and insured under 
the total disability provision of Section 311 of the World War Vet¬ 
erans Act of 1924, as amended July 3rd, 1930, and that said provi¬ 
sion D No. 10765 became a part of said policy K-530-670, which is 
hereby made a part hereof, wherein and whereby the defendant, the 
United States of America, for and in consideration of the premiums 
to be paid by plaintiff, undertook, agreed and contracted with plain¬ 
tiff to pay him, in event he became totally and permanently disabled, 
meaning “any impairment of mind or body which continuously 
renders it impossible for the disabled person to follow any substan- 
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tially gainful occupation and which is founded upon conditions which 
render it reasonably certain that it will continue throughout the life 
of the person suffering from it,” while said contract was in full force 
and effect, monthly installments of insurance in the amount of $115.00 

commencing with the onset of such disability and continuing so 
2 long as the plaintiff should live, or if the plaintiff should die be¬ 

fore receiving 240 of said installments of insurance, then the 
defendant agreed to pay to the person designated by plaintiff as bene¬ 
ficiary of said insurance, the remaining unpaid installments (240 less 
number paid); and while said policy was in full force and effect 
plaintiff having paid all premiums due and payable thereunder and 
having performed fully his part of said contract, became perma¬ 
nently and totally disabled as aforesaid while said insurance was 
in full force and effect, to-wit, on the 12th day of December, 1933, 
and on said date was suffering an impairment of mind or body which 
continuously rendered it impossible for him to follow any substan¬ 
tially gainful occupation, which impairment on said date was 
founded upon conditions which rendered it reasonably certain that 
it would continue throughout his life, which said total and perma¬ 
nent disability has existed continuously from and after said date 
and will continue to exist indefinitely into the future, and by reason 
of said total and permanent disability it became and was the duty 
and obligation of the defendant, United States of America, to pay to 
plaintiff the aforesaid installments of $115.00 per month on account 
of said insurance contract commencing with the payment due on the 
date plaintiff became totally and permanently disabled as aforesaid 
and continuing to the date judgment is entered herein; and the plain¬ 
tiff says that he has demanded of the defendant that he be rated 
as totally and permanently disabled and has furnished due proof of 
such fact and such due proof was in the hands of the defendant on 
to-wit, December 12,1933. 

That heretofore and upon, to-wit, the 24th day of March, 1934, this 
plaintiff demanded of the defendant in writing payment of the bene¬ 
fits of said insurance, but said defendant has denied the claims of this 
plaintiff, and has failed and refused and now fails and refuses to 
make payments thereunder; that a disagreement exists between the 
plaintiff and defendant and that said disagreement has existed since, 

to-wit, the 29th day of August, 1935. 
3 The plaintiff hereby elects to make claim upon said converted 

policy or certificate of war risk insurance described herein and 
hereby tenders to the defendant any and all subsequent contracts or 
policies of war risk insurance including all reinstatements thereof 
and particularly tenders Policy herein sued upon numbered K-530- 
670 in the amount of $10,000, and the same to be surrendered to the 
defendant and cancelled by the defendant when, as and if the judg¬ 
ment is rendered for the plaintiff upon said converted insurance. 

That a reasonable attorney’s fee for the services of plaintiff’s attor¬ 
ney is ten per centum of the amount recovered herein. 
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Wherefore, the plaintiff claims of and from the defendant: 
First, monthly installments of insurance at the rate of $115.00 per 

month for each and every month commencing with the installment 
due on December 12, 1933, to and including the date judgment is 
entered herein, together with all premiums paid thereafter by plain¬ 
tiff; second, that of the sum for which judgment is given ten per 
centum of said sum shall be deducted therefrom and paid to plaintiff’s 
attorneys as attorneys’ fees herein, and that upon all monthly pay¬ 
ments accrued on and after the date of said judgment there shall be 
deducted from and paid to said attorneys a further allowance of ten 
per centum as attorneys’ fees. 

Second count 

That while serving the defendant in the armed forces of the United 
States, duly enlisted therein, plaintiff was insured under a War Risk 
Insurance policy in the sum of $10,000.00, and says that subsequently 
he converted the $10,000.00 of said insurance to an Ordinary Life Pol¬ 
icy, which converted insurance was granted him by the defendant under 
Policy K-530-670, and that on, to-wit, Feb. 1, 1933, the plaintiff 
herein made application for and was granted and insured under the 
total disability provision of Section 311 of the World War Veterans’ 
Act of 1924, as amended July 3rd, 1930, and that said provision D 
No. 107G5 became a part of said policy K-530-670, which is hereby 

made a part hereof, wherein and whereby the defendant, the 
4 United States of America, for and in consideration of the 

premiums to be paid by plaintiff, undertook, agreed, and con¬ 
tracted with plaintiff to pay him, in event he became totally disabled, 
meaning “any impairment of mind or body which continuously 
renders it impossible for the disabled person to follow any substan¬ 
tially gainful occupation,” while said contract was in full force and 
effect, monthly installments of insurance in the amount of $57.50 
commencing on the first day of the fifth consecutive month of such 
continuous total disability, and continuing so payable during such 
total disability, or if the plaintiff so disabled should die before re¬ 
ceiving any monthly income payment, then the defendant agreed to 
pay to the person designated by plaintiff as beneficiary of said in¬ 
surance, any monthly income payments due the insured and not paid 
during his lifetime; and while said policy and said provision were 
in full force and effect plaintiff having paid all premiums due and 
payable thereunder and before attaining the age of sixty-five years 
and further having performed fully his part of said contract, became 
totally disabled as aforesaid while said insurance was in full force 
and effect, to-wit, on the 12th day of December, 1933, and on said 
date was suffering an impairment of mind or body which continuously 
rendered it impossible for him to follow any substantially gainful 
occupation, which said total disability has existed continuously from 
and after said date and will continue to exist indefinitely into the 
future, and by reason of said total disability it became and was the 
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duty and obligation of the defendant, United States of America, to 
pay to plaintiff the aforesaid installments of $57.50 per month on 
account of said insurance contract commencing with the payment 
due on the first day of the fifth consecutive month of continuous total 
disability, as aforesaid, and continuing to the date judgment is en¬ 
tered herein; and the plaintiff says that he has demanded of the 
defendant that he be rated as totally disabled and has furnished due 
proof of such fact and such due proof was in the hands of the de¬ 
fendant on, to-wit, December 12, 1933. 

That heretofore and upon, to-wit, the 24th day of March, 1934, 
this plaintiff demanded of the defendant in writing payment of 

5 the benefits of said insurance, but said defendant has denied 
the claims of this plaintiff and has failed and refused and now 

fails and refuses to make payments thereunder; that a disagreement 
exists between the plaintiff and defendant and that said disagreement 
has existed since, to-wit, the 29th day of August, 1935. 

The plaintiff hereby elects to make claim upon said converted 
policy or certificate of war-risk insurance described herein and 
hereby tenders to the defendant any and all subsequent contracts or 
policies of war-risk insurance, including all reinstatements thereof, 
and particularly tenders Policy herein sued upon numbered K-530- 
670 in the amount of $10,000 and the same to be surrendered to the 
defendant and cancelled by the defendant when, as, and if the judg¬ 
ment is rendered for the plaintiff upon said converted insurance. 

That a reasonable attorneys’ fee for the service of plaintiff’s attor¬ 
neys in ten per centum of the amount recovered herein. 

Wherefore, the plaintiff claims of and from the defendant: 
First, monthly installments of insurance at the rate of $57.50 per 

month for each and every month commencing with the installment 
due on May 12, 1934, to and including the date judgment is entered 
herein, together with all premiums paid thereafter by plaintiff; sec¬ 
ond, that of the sum for which judgment is given ten per centum of 
said sum shall be deducted therefrom and paid to plaintiff’s attorneys 
as attorneys’ fees herein and that upon all monthly payments accrued 
on and after the date of said judgment there shall be deducted from 
and paid to said attorneys a further allowance of ten per centum as 
attorneys’ fee. 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, 

Plaintiff. 
King & King, 

Attorneys at Law, 
By John W. Gaskins, 

Jordan R. Bentley, 

Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
6 State of Maryland, 

County of-, ss: 

I do solemnly swear that I have read the foregoing Declaration 
by me subscribed, and know the contents thereof; that the matters 
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therein stated, as of my personal knowledge are true, and those mat¬ 
ters stated upon information and belief, I believe to be true. 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, 

Plaintiff. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of June 1936. 
[notarial seal] A. Augustus Stewart, Jr., 

Notary Public. 
My commission expires May 3,1937. 

7 Defendants plea to the plaintiff's declaration 

Filed September 11, 1936 

Now* comes the defendant, the United States of America, by its 
attorneys, Leslie C. Garnett, United States Attorney in and for the 
District of Columbia, and Walter M. Shea, Special Attorney, De¬ 
partment of Justice, and for a plea to the first count of the Declara¬ 
tion, filed herein, says: 

Defendant denies that plaintiff herein became and was totally and 
permanently disabled, as alleged, on the 12th day of December, 1933, 
or at any other time while the policy of Government Life Insurance 
(K-530,670) sued upon was in force and effect; defendant further 
denies that on the aforesaid date, or at any other time whatsoever, 
plaintiff has furnished to defendant due proof of said alleged total 
and permanent disability; and defendant further denies that on 
the aforesaid date, or at any other time whatsoever, it became and 
was its duty and obligation to pay to the plaintiff the sums claimed 
in the said first count of the said Declaration, or any other sum or 
sums whatsoever, on account of any alleged total and permanent 
disability. 

And for plea to the second count of the said Declaration, defend¬ 
ant says: 

Defendant denies that plaintiff herein became and was totally 
disabled, as alleged, on the 12th day of December, 1933, or at any 
other time while the policy of Government Life Insurance (K- 

530,670) sued upon was in force and effect; defendant further 
8 denies that on the aforesaid date, or at any other time what¬ 

soever, plaintiff herein furnished to defendant due proof of 
said alleged total disability; and defendant further denies that on 
the aforesaid date, or at any other time whatsoever, it became and 
was its duty and obligation to pay to the plaintiff the sums claimed 
in the said second count of the said Declaration, or any other sum 
or sums whatsoever, on account of any alleged total disability; 

And for a further plea to the said Declaration and to each and 
every count thereof, defendant says: 

Defendant avers that, effective March 10, 1936, there was out¬ 
standing against the policy of Government Life Insurance sued 
upon herein (K-530,670), a lien in the sum of Three Hundred Sixty 
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Dollars, Thirty-five Cents ($360.35), representing the unpaid bal¬ 
ance, plus interest, to the aforesaid date of a loan in the principal 
sum of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), heretofore made by plain¬ 
tiff from defendant on said policy; and defendant prays that the 
sum of Three Hundred Sixty Dollars, Thirty-five Cents ($360.35), 
plus interest as allowed by law from March 10, 1936, be set off 
against the amount of any recovery to which plaintiff may be found 
entitled in this action. 

Defendant avers that the question of a reasonable attorney’s fee 
is determinable by the Court under the provisions of Section 500 
of the World War Veterans’ Act of 1924, as amended. 

Lkslie C. Garnett, 

United States Attorney. 
Walter M. Shea, 

Special Attorney. Department of Justice. 

9 Stipulation 

Filed June 30, 1938 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Jordan R. Bentley, as 
counsel for the plaintiff, and David A. Pine, United States Attorney 
in and for the District of Columbia, as attorney for defendant, that 
the right of trial by jury be and is hereby waived and that the Court 
shall hear and determine the above entitled cause, sitting without 
a jury. 

Jordan R. Bentley, 

Attorney for Plaintiff. 
David A. Pine, 

A C 
Attorney for Defendant. 

10 Narrative form of evidence 

Filed May 16, 1939 

Be it remembered that the above entitled cause came on for trial 
on June 24, 1938, before Mr. Justice F. Dickinson Letts, sitting with¬ 
out a jury, a jury having been waived by stipulation of parties, in 
Circuit Division Number One, Jordan R. Bentley appearing as 
attorney for the plaintiff, and David A. Pine, United States Attor¬ 
ney, appearing for the defendant, by Allen Crenshaw and James B. 
Costello, attorneys, Department of Justice, for the defendant, where¬ 
upon the following proceedings were had: 

The United States of America, the defendant, admitted for the 
record that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene Ingalls, served in the 
Army during the World War, was retired from military service by 
reason of physical disability, August 31, 1934, that he was granted 
$10,000 war risk term insurance while in the service, which on April 
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12, 1926, was converted to an ordinary life policy of Government 
Life Insurance in the full sum of $10,000, premiums on the same 
being paid through 1936, which covers the date of the filing of the 
suit herein, which said policy had an outstanding lien effective as of 
March 10,1936, in the sum of $360.00 (the lien being admitted by the 
plaintiff); and that on February 1, 1933, plaintiff was granted a 
$10,000 policy under the provisions of Section 311 of the World War 

Veterans’ Act, as amended July 3, 1930, covering total dis- 
11 ability benefits payable in the sum of $57.50 per month in the 

event of such total disability while the insurance was in force, 
and premiums on which policy were paid through 1936, which covers 
the date of the filing of the suit herein. 

The defendant also admitted that the plaintiff filed claim for insur¬ 
ance benefits under the ordinary life policy of government life insur¬ 
ance on March 28, 1934, and that this claim was denied by the 
Insurance Claims Council of the Veterans’ Administration on Sep¬ 
tember 19, 1934, letter of notification to the plaintiff was dated Sep¬ 
tember 22, 1934, from which decision the plaintiff appealed on May 
1, 1935, which was denied again by the Insurance Claims Council on 
May 20, 1935, with a letter of notification to the plaintiff on June 4, 
1935, and that on June 6, 1935, plaintiff filed a claim with the 
Veterans’ Administration for total disability benefits under the insur¬ 
ance policy issued under the provisions of Section 311, and that this 
claim was denied by the Insurance Claims Council on July 17, 1935, 
with a letter of notification to the plaintiff on July 24, 1935; that the 
plaintiff appealed from the decision of the Insurance Claims Council, 
and that the claim was denied by the Board of Veterans’ Appeals on 
August 29, 1935, with notification to the plaintiff on the same date. 

The defendant denied the allegation of the petition to the effect 
that the plaintiff became permanently and totally disabled as alleged 
in the first and the second counts, or that he became totally disabled 
as alleged in the first and second counts on December 12, 1933. By 
agreement between counsel, recovery in this action was limited to a 
date following August 31, 1934, which was the date of retirement by 
the plaintiff from the United States Army. 

Counsel for both parties agreed that the whole issue in the case 
was the permanent and total disability of the plaintiff under the 
ordinary life policy of government life insurance, and his total dis- 

I 

ability, under the policy of insurance issued under the provi- 
12 sions of Section 311, as alleged in the petition. 

The plaintiff offered in evidence the complete summary of 
record evidence contained in the report of the court commissioner, 
which has been further summarized for the purposes of this appeal 
by agreement of counsel as follows: 

Raymond E. Ingalls was appointed as a Dental Surgeon, United 
States Army, June 22, 1911, promoted to a Captain, Dental Surgeon, 
June 3, 1916, Lieutenant Colonel, Dental Corps, October 6, 1917, 
Colonel, Dental Corps, March 25, 1933, and was retired from active 

«nrt fin A 
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service on August 31, 1934. Colonel Ingalls was ordered to his home 
to await retirement by Special Orders 87, War Department, dated 
April 12, 1934, and departed from his last duty station, Fitzsimmons 
General Hospital, Denver, Colorado, April 21, 1934, by authority of 
the Secretary of War. 

Physical examination of plaintiff September 28, 1911, shows vision 
right eye 20/20, left eye 20/20; hearing right ear, 20/20, left ear, 
20/20; “condition of arteries good; figure and general appearance 
good; nervous: normal; respirator}' system normal; veins normal; 
varicocele normal. On this examination, plaintiff was found physi¬ 
cally capable of performing active field service. 

Report of physical examination November 12, 1916, shows vision 
right eye, 20/40, left eye 20/40; right eye corrected to 20/20. Nerv¬ 
ous system normal. Veins normal. Varicocele none. Under this 
report, plaintiff was held to be physically capable of performing 
active field service. 

Medical Card of September 5, 1917, Field Hospital Company No. 
13, France, shows plaintiff admitted under observation for mental 
disease and transferred to Hospital No. 2 on the same date; in Hos¬ 
pital No. 2, A. E. F., 20 days in September 1917; cause of admission, 

Psychasthenia. Diagnosis on transfer card not concurred in. 
13 Admitted to Base Hospital No. 101, France, October 19, 

1917, on transfer from Base Hospital No. 18. Originally 
admitted September 5, 1917; cause of admission, psychosis, manic 
depressive, in line of duty; and transferred November 11, 1917, U. S. 
Convalescent Transport President Lincoln. Transferred to St. Mary’s 
Hospital, Hoboken, New Jersey, from the U. S. S. ‘‘President Lin¬ 
coln,” on November 19, 1917; cause of admission, neurasthenia 
(sexual), manifested by mental depression, and transferred Novem¬ 
ber 30,1917, to U. S. General Hospital at Williamsbridge, New York; 
and transferred to Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D. C., 
on December 6, 1917. Records of Walter Reed General Hospital, 
Washington, D. C., show admission December 7, 1917. Cause of 
admission: Psychosis, depressive. In line of duty. February 2,1918, 
diagnosis changed: Neurasthenia. In line of duty. Disposition: 
Sick leave for three months. Extended two months. Date of dis¬ 
position: February 27, 1918, and readmission from sick leave on 
July 28, 1918. Under observation for psychosis. Complications 
August 2,1918. Diagnosis changed: Neurasthenia. In line of duty. 
Disposition: to duty August 6, 1918. 

Medical record shows hospitalization in Headquarters, Philippine 
Department, Manilla, P. I., November 27, 1919, for erysipelas, on 
nose, both cheeks and forehead, moderately severe. In line of duty. 
Sent to Department Hospital November 28, 1919, with disposition 
from that hospital to duty on December 4,1919. 

Medical card, Sternberg General Hospital, Manilla, P. I., August 
25, 1920, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia. In line of duty. 
Disposition: to duty improved, on September 2, 1920. 

I 
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Medical card, Sternberg General Hospital, Manilla, P. I., Septem¬ 
ber 6,1920, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia. In line of duty. 
Discharged after 13 days in the hospital, improved to 30 days sick 
leave. Returned to duty October 17, 1920. 

Medical card, Headquarters Philippine Department, Manilla, P. I., 
July 17, 1921, shows in quarters 12 days in July, 1921. Dengue 

fever. In line of duty. 
14 Medical card, Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, 

D. C., May 27, 1925, shows cause of admission: Tonsillitis, 
chronic, in line of duty, with tonsillectomony, bilateral, May 28, 1925. 
Discharged to duty June 3, 1925. 

Medical card. General Dispensary, U. S. Army, Chicago, Illinois, 
February 17, 192G, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia. Con- 
tributory cause defective vision: Distance: Right 20/100 corrected to 
20/20 by plus 2.25 Sph. —.75 Cyl. Ax. 180, Left 20/40 corrected to 
20/20 by plus 2.00 Sph. —.75 Cyl. Ax. 0. Discharged to duty Febru¬ 
ary 19, 1926. 

Medical card, General Dispensary, U. S. Army, Chicago, Illinois, 
August 26, 1926, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia, severe. 
Original admission: February 17, 1926, with diagnosis of Neuras¬ 
thenia. Contributory cause, defective vision. Condition on present 
admission: depression and insomnia, moderately severe. In line of 
duty. Transferred to Fort Sheridan Station Hospital for observa¬ 
tion and treatment September 4, 1926. Cause of admission: Psy¬ 
choneurosis, neurasthenia, severe. (Diagnosis on transfer card not 
concurred in.) In line of duty. Transferred to Walter Reed Gen¬ 
eral Hospital for further observation September 24, 1926. 

Medical card, Walter Reed General Hospital, September 27, 1926, 
shows cause of admission: Asthenopia, due to compound hyperopic 
astigmatism, and Neurasthenia, slight, nonincapacitating. In line of 
duty. Disposition to duty improved, December 21, 1926. 

Medical card, General Dispensary, U. S. Army, Chicago, Illinois, 
August 4, 1927, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia, secondary 
to eye strain, caused by continuous close work with the eyes. In line 
of duty. Disposition to duty improved, August 8, 1927. 

Medical card, General Dispensary, U. S. Army, Chicago, Illinois, 
October 14, 1927, shows cause of admission: Neurasthenia, secondary 
to eye strain, caused by continuous work with eyes. In line of duty. 
Disposition to duty improved, October 17, 1927. Readmitted Oc¬ 
tober 21,1927, same diagnosis, showing recurrent attack; eyes in need 

of rest. In line of duty. Disposition to duty, October 27, 
15 1927. Readmitted December 5, 1927. Cause of admission: 

Psychoneurosis neurasthenia. In line of duty. Disposition to 
duty improved, December 7, 1927. Readmitted March 20, 1928. 
Cause of admission: Influenza. In line of duty. Disposition to duty, 
March 27, 1928. Readmitted August 22, 1928. Cause of admission: 
Influenza. In line of duty. Disposition to duty: August 28, 1928. 
Readmitted December 18, 1928. Cause of admission: Rhinitis, acute, 
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catarrhal. In line of duty. Disposition to duty, December 20, 1928. 
Medical card, Sternberg General Hospital, Manilla, P. I., Novem¬ 

ber 29, 1930. Cause of admission: Hiccough, severe, cause undeter¬ 
mined. In line of dutv. Disposition to duty improved, December 4, 
1930. 

Medical card. Dispensary, Letterman General Hospital. Admitted 
from leave of absence November 23, 1932. Cause of admission: 
Nasopharyngitis, acute, catarrhal, severe, cause undetermined, and 
bronchitis, acute, catarrhal, mild, cause undetermined. In line of 
duty. Disposition to duty, November 25,1932. 

Medical card, Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colorado, 
April 28, 1933. Cause of admission: Tracheobronchitis, acute, ca¬ 
tarrhal, slight. In line of duty. Disposition to duty, May 1, 1933. 
Re-admitted December 12, 1933. Cause of admission: Ocular muscle 
imbalance, bilateral (Esophoria 6 prism diopters); Migraine, severe, 
cause undetermined; Astigmatism, compound, hyperopic, bilateral, 
vision 20/200 bilateral. In line of duty. Remaining in hospital 
December 31, 1933. Complications: February 15, 1934. Additional 
diagnosis: Hernia, inguinal, indirect, incomplete, reducible, recur¬ 
rent, left. In line of duty. (Two previous repairs of hernia, left, at 
Salt Lake City, Utah, about 1906, patient’s statement.) March 5, 
1934, additional diagnosis: Psychoneurosis, neurasthenic type, severe. 
In line of duty. Final disposition: To home to await retirement on 
the War Department orders dated April 12, 1934. Degree of dis¬ 

ability of 100%. Date of disposition: April 21, 1934. In 
16 hospital 20 days in December, 1933; 31 days in January; 11 

days in quarters and 17 days in hospital in February; 12 days 
in quarters and 19 days in hospital in March; 20 days in quarters in 
April, 1934. 

Clinical record, Walter Reed General Hospital, December 7, 1917, 
to February 27, 1918, shows, among other things, the following: 
That the patient in the hospital was very despondent, emotional 
and confused, but slowly improved. After three months’ sick leave, 
which was extended for two months, he reported ready for duty. 
Opinion was expressed that, while the officer was then apparently 
well, his history showed that he experienced a severe and prolonged 
nervous breakdown and that it was unwise to let him do duty over¬ 
seas, recommending that he be given an assignment to a station in 
the United States. The record of neurological and psychiatric ex¬ 
amination of plaintiff of December 7, 1917. shows, among other 
things, that the patient was well oriented, had no hallucinations or 
delusions, but was suffering from a mild depression, insomnia and 
nervous exhaustion, and quotes patient’s own statement that he was 
unable to read a newspaper without undue fatigue; could scarcely 
write a letter on the typewriter without becoming nervous and more 
or less excited; could not walk any distance or take any physical 
exercise without having a feeling of exhaustion or “goneness”. He 
stated that the sequence of his main complaints was, first, depression, 
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second, insomnia, and third, inability to do any kind of work or 
reading. The diagnosis was Neurasthenia, with the basis of con¬ 
clusion shown to be insomnia, fatigability, mild depression. The 
report includes a statement that in making a diagnosis of Neuras¬ 
thenia, one must ever bear in mind that the symptoms on which the 
diagnosis is made may be precursory to some psychosis. 

Clinical record, Base Hospital #101, shows a diagnosis on trans¬ 
fer card of Psycliasthenia, and a diagnosis of ward surgeon of 

Psychosis, manic depressive. 
17 Clinical record, Headquarters, Corps Area, Chicago, Illi¬ 

nois, September 4, 1926, with transfer to Walter Reed General 
Hospital, Washington, D. C., September 24, 1926, includes final diag¬ 
nosis of Psychoneurosis, neurasthenia, severe. Condition on dis¬ 
missal of case unimproved. 

The opinion of the doctors expressed was that the patient had had, 
at least since 1916, all the typical symptoms of a severe neurasthenia, 
with apparently a neurotic tendency for even a longer time, which 
was exaccerbated and brought to a focus in 1916 by the hard work 
and great responsibility on the Mexican Border, and that the World 
War with its excitements, increased responsibilities, and advanced 
rank still further increased the severity of his illness, such that when 
things did quiet down, it was too late and permanent damage done 
to the central nervous system, the sympathetic nervous system, and 
the endocrine system. Thorough and repeated examinations at 
numerous places only confirmed the diagnosis of neurasthenia and 
eliminated all other suspicious and possible diagnoses. The chief 
complaint is referable to the eyes—fatigability after a few minutes’ 
reading, eye muscles get tired and head pains as though from eye- 
strain. Even moderate mental or physical exertion brings on a 
marked exhaustion and patient says he is always tired. Insomnia is 
constant and severe. He states he does not feel depressed mentally 
and asserts that his domestic, financial, and professional affairs are 
entirely satisfactory, and that he does not worry. Progress note 
under date of September 9, 1926, shows that a tentative diagnosis 
was made of severe neurasthenia with the probability that the eye 
symptoms are due to same, based on history and symptoms of fatiga¬ 
bility, mental depression, insomnia, and nervous repression, and find¬ 
ings of a marked asthenia—weak, flabby muscles, weak, flabby heart, 
pallor, subnormal temperature, bradycardia, and absence of other 
pathology. Opinion was expressed, following the complete eye ex¬ 
amination with the diagnosis of a compound hyperopic astigmatism, 

presbyopia, spasma of accommodation following close work, 
18 that the eye condition was a local manifestation of his general 

condition of neurasthenia. The opinion was expressed that 
the eye examinations show the eye symptoms are due to the general 
constitutional ailment and form part of the picture of a typical 
psychoneurosis, psychasthenia, and neurasthenia, manifested by fa¬ 
tigability—mental, physical, and ocular—insomnia, anorexia, repres- 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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sion of normal impulses, etc. The clinical record note of September 
19, 1926, shows that a notice had been received to transfer the patient 
to Walter Reed General Hospital for observation and treatment with 
the remark that it was considered that there had been insufficient 
time spent in that hospital lo reach a definite and final conclusion 
about the diagnosis, though neurasthenia was suspected. Under diag¬ 
nosis of September 20, 1926. of Psychoneurosis, neurasthenia, severe, 
it is stated that the diagnosis is tentative and based upon: (1) His¬ 
tory of symptoms dating back to 1916. (2) Negative findings (except 
of neurasthenia) at several Army General Hospitals. (3) Symptoms 
of marked asthenia with poor musculature, pallor, slow, feeble pulse 
with hypotension, small heart, poor ocular muscle control, and 
marked fatigability, restlessness, mental depression, insomnia, repres¬ 
sion—anxiety, excitability, and loss of sense of proper proportion 
and importance of things. Treatment recommended: Patient had 
shown no permanent benefit following treatment and thorough ex¬ 
aminations in the past. Sick leave would be only ameliorative. The 
case would require several years of very careful and thorough physi¬ 
cal and mental reeducation away from both the army and his fam¬ 
ily, with the recommendation that he be retired at that time and that 
further hospitalization was not recommended. 

Clinical record of Walter Reed General Hospital, September 27, 
1926, to December 21, 1926, shows final diagnosis: (1) Astigmatism, 
compound, hyperopic; (2) Neurasthenia, mild, nonincapacitated. 
Condition on completion of case: (1) Corrected. (2) Improved. 
Objective symptoms shown: Patient high strung and habitually in¬ 
trospective. It is believed his service in the future will be frequently 

interrupted by attacks like the present. His usefulness to the 
19 service will gradually diminish. He was discharged to duty 

December 21, 1926. Progress notes show: October 5, 1926, 
condition good. States he sleepes well and is feeling fine. October 
7, 1926, continued improvement claimed. Has been told to rest all 
possible. October 10, 1926, in excellent spirits, gaining weight, 
claims to be practically normal. October 11, 1926, states he feels 
better than at any time for past two years, has gained 5 pounds in 
weight, in high spirits. October 29, 1926, patient states his general 
condition is still excellent, rests the greater portion of each day. The 
last page of clinical record shows a report of special examination with 
the diagnosis of Neurasthenia—signs of positive Rhomberg and slug¬ 
gish reflexes. October 9, 1926, complains of temporal pain due to 
ocular muscle imbalance and that pain produced a long list of symp¬ 
toms, such as insomnia. Anorexia and secondary to the latter symp¬ 
toms come easy fatigability. Examiner includes a statement that the 
patient professed not to want to be retired, but from his remarks, the 
examiner was certain that the procedure would delight him. He 
expressed belief that there was no evidence of organic disease of the 
central nervous system, with his impression that there was Neuras¬ 
thenia, mild, nonincapacitating, and recommended duty at once. 
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Clinical record of Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colorado, 
December 12, 1933, to April 21, 1934. This record shows there is no 
definite dejection, depression, or other emotional upset. After care¬ 
ful study of the history and examination of the patient, the conclu¬ 
sion was reached that the case was one of Psychoneurosis, neuras¬ 
thenic type, severe. No neurological abnormalities found. No psy¬ 
chosis present. The EENT clinic, after numerous examinations of 
the eyes, found insufficient organic basis for local symptoms and feel 
that they are a part of the neurotic picture. In view of the psycho¬ 
neurotic manifestations, it was believed the patient would not be 
able to carry on further in his duties and that retention in service 
would only tend to aggravate his symptoms. Final diagnoses given 
of (1) Compound hyperopic astigmatism, bilateral, vision O. D. 
20/200, O. S. 20/200; (2) Ocular muscle imbalance (esophoria 6 

prism diopters); (3) Migraine, moderate, cause undetermined; 
20 (4) Hernia, inguinal, incomplete, indirect, left; (5) Psycho¬ 

neurosis, neurasthenic type, severe. 
Physical examination, Sternberg General Hospital, General Dis¬ 

pensary. Manilla, P. I., February 20, 1932, finds plaintiff physically 
fit for further foreign service. 

Annual report, physical examination, Raymond E. Ingalls, Janu¬ 
ary 5, 1931: No illness or injury since last annual physical examina¬ 
tion. Shows eyes normal externally; hyperopic astigmatism; pres¬ 
byopia; distant vision 20/100 corrected" to 20/20, left 20/100 cor¬ 
rected to 20/20; remarks on abnormalities not sufficiently described 
above: defective vision. Summary of defects found and measures 
recommended for correction: Defective vision properly corrected by 
glasses, not incapacitated for field service at the present time. No 
disability at the present. 

Report of physical examination dated January 6, 1932, shows no 
illness or injury since last annual physical examination. Compound 
hyperopic astigmatism and presbyopia, bilateral; distant vision, right 
20/70 correctable to 20/40 by glasses, left 20/200 correctable to 
20/20-2 by glasses; hernia, inguinal, complete, direct, left, reducible, 
recurrent; nervous system negative. Corrective measures recom¬ 
mended : Repair of inguinal hernia. Not permanently incapacitated 
for active service. 

Annual report of physical examination, Letterman General Hos¬ 
pital. November 21, 1932. No illness or injury since last physical 
examination. Astigmatism, compound, hyperopic, bilateral; pres- 
hyopia, bilateral; distant vision, right 20/100 correctable to 20/20, 
left 20/100 correctable to 20/20. Near vision, right J 10 correctable 
to J 1, left J 10 correctable to J 1. Hernia, none. Nervous sys¬ 
tem normal. Defective vision corrected by glasses. Not permanently 
incapacitated for active duty. 

Physical examination, Fitzsimons General Hospital, January 3, 
1933, shows under heading Medical History: No illness, injury, 

21 or operation for past year. Compound hyperopic astigma- 
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tism, bilateral presbyopia. Distant vision: Eight 20/100 correct¬ 
able to properly correct. Left 20/20 correctable to -. Near 
vision J 11 correctable to J 1. Hernia, none. Nervous system negative. 
Compound hyperopic astigmatism, bilateral; presbyopia, properly 
corrected. Not incapacitated for active service. 

Physical examination, Fitzsimons General Hospital, January 3, 
1934. Sick in quarters 2 days in April 1933, with acute bron¬ 
chitis. Sick in quarters since December 12, 1933, on aeount of visual 
disturbance and other ocular symptoms. Hyperopic astigmatism 
and presbyopia, bilateral; esophoria, 7 D near, 4 D distant. Distant 
vision, right 20/200 corrrectable to 20/20, left 20/200 correctable to 
20/20. Near vision, right J 10 correctable to J 1, left J 10 correct¬ 
able to J 1. Cardio-vascular system normal. Heart negative. 
Hernia, indirect, incomplete, inguinal, recurrent, left, 2 previous op¬ 
erations. Nervous system normal. Corrective measures or other 
action recommended: 1. Hernia, indirect, incomplete, inguinal, re¬ 
current, left, after 2 operations. 2. Hyperopic astigmatism, with 
presbyopia and esophoria, bilateral, resulting in much pain and in¬ 
somnia after prolonged use of eyes for near vision. It was believed 
these conditions were permanent and it was recommended that the 
officer be referred to the Ketiring Board for proper action. Was 
permanently incapacitated for active service because of defects 1 
and 2. Keport has first indorsement from Headquarters, Fitzsimons 
General Hospital, to Commanding General, Eighth Corps Area, 
showing concurrence in the above report. The second indorsement 
forwarded to the Adjutant General shows that the report was not 
concurred in, on the ground that the findings did not warrant the 
conclusion that the officer was incapacitated permanently from active 
service. Under date of January 3, 1934, the Minority Keport of the 
examining board holds that the examination of the eyes of Colonel 
Ingalls shows esophoria of 7 diopters for near, and 4 diopters for 
distance. Patient complained of eye fatigue and insomnia. His¬ 
tory shows repeated attacks for 7 years and hospitalization for same. 

Condition, from opinion of patient, was temporary and ag- 
22 gravated by near work and reading. Patient has been on 

sick report, sick in quarters since December 12, 1933. At¬ 
tempt of correction of esophoria by adding plus .62 spheres to read¬ 
ing glasses has shown no improvement to present condition. Al¬ 
though patient showed symptoms of muscle imbalance, aggravated 
recently by near and close work, it was not believed that it was 
sufficient in itself to warrant consideration for retirement. The 
Minority Eeport was signed by A. J. Vadala, Major, Medical Corps, 
Chief, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Section, Fitzsimons General 
Hospital. 

Report of physical examination of Raymond E. Ingalls, Fitz¬ 
simons General Hospital, dated March 22, 1934, shows a history of 
neurasthenic symptoms and eyes. Eye condition diagnosed on A. 
G. O. medical history in 1926 and has been progressive. Diagnosis: 
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1. Compound hyperopic astigmatism, bilateral. 2. Ocular muscle 
imbalance (esophoria 6 P. D.). Distant vision: Right 20/200, cor¬ 
rectable to 20/20 by plus 1 cyl. ax 90. Left 20/200 correctable to 
20/20 by plus 2 S-plus 1 cyl. ax. 90. Near vision: Right J 11 cor¬ 
rectable to J 1 by plus 1.75 S. Left J 11 correctable to J 1 by plus 
1.75 S. Hernia, inguinal, left, incomplete, recurrent. Nervous sys¬ 
tem : Psychoneurosis, neurasthenic type, severe, secondary to eye con¬ 
dition. Under remarks on defects not sufficiently described in the 
above diagnoses, is included the diagnosis of Migraine, moderate, 
cause undetermined. Corrective measures or other action recom¬ 
mended: Retirement. The opinion was expressed that he was 
permanently incapacitated for active service, because of the diagnoses 
above. These records contain a letter under the head Fitzsimons Gen¬ 
eral Hospital, dated March 7, 1934, report on physical condition of 
Colonel Raymond E. Ingalls, made to the Surgeon General, Washing¬ 
ton, D. C., with the following statement: As a result of the annual 
physical examination, Colonel Ingalls was recommended for retire¬ 
ment. Instructions from the War Department that a supplemental 
report in this case should be made on May 1st. Colonel Ingalls has 
been under observation continuously, in quarters and in hospital, 
since December 12, 1933. Recent neuropsychiatric examination 

shows the following diagnosis by consultant: “After careful 
23 study of the history and examination of the patient, the con¬ 

clusions is reached that this case is one of psychoneurosis, 
neurasthenic type, severe. No neurological abnormalities found. 
No psychosis present. In view of the psychoneurotic manifestations 
it is believed that this patient will not be able to carry on further in 
his duties. Retention in the service would only tend to aggravate 
the symptoms.” As a result of this examination, the Chief of the 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Service made the following note on the 
clinical record: “In view of diagnosis of psychoneurosis, neuras¬ 
thenic type, severe, the eye manifestations of muscle imbalance are 
considered of neurotic character and would tend to be aggravated in 
the service.” The complete diagnosis of the case was as follows: 
(1) Compound hyperopic astigmatism, bilateral, vision O. D. 20/200, 
O. S. 20/200, correctable to 20/20 bilateral by glasses. (2) Ocular 
muscle imbalance (esophoria 6 prism diopters). (3) Migraine, 
moderate, cause undetermined. (4) Hernia, inguinal, incomplete, 
indirect, left. (5) Psychoneurosis, neurasthenic type, severe. The 
report concludes with the statement, “Undoubtedly, this officer will 
be unfit for the performance of military duty, and nothing is to be 
gained by his retention in the service as far as can be seen by the 
undersigned.” The first indorsement on this report from the Sur¬ 
geon General expresses the opinion of that office that Colonel Ingalls 
was permanently physically incapacitated for active duty and recom¬ 
mended that he be ordered before a retiring board for consideration. 
The records contain a report of the retiring board, dated July 24, 
1933, showing that a hearing was had, testimony taken, and medical 

2721S0—C3-3 
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examinations studied and after mature consideration, it was recom¬ 
mended that Colonel Ingalls be retired from the army, because he 
was then incapacitated for active service, due to the five diagnoses 
stated above in the report from Fitzsimons General Hospital, and 
with the further finding that the origin of the incapacity was about 
1907 for hernia, about 1917 for the eye and nervous conditions, and 

that the same was incident to service and was permanent 
24 These records further show Memorandum for Special Orders 

No. 104, War Department, August 28,1934, that Colonel Ingalls 
had been found by the Army retiring board incapacitated for active 
service on account of disability incident thereto and that such find¬ 
ings having been approved by the President, he was retired from 
active service on August 31, 1934, under the provisions of Section 
1251, Revised Statutes, and the Act of Congress approved April 23, 
1930. The examination report of March 22, 1934, shows the age of 
Colonel Ingalls to be 51, with 27 years years of Army service. 

Plaintiff offered in evidence photostat of physical examination 
made of plaintiff at Fitzsimons General Hospital on December 12, 
1933, bearing a stamp, showing receipt in the Veterans Administra¬ 
tion on March 28, 1938. This report is covered in its material ele¬ 
ments in the above summary and was offered to fix the date of the 
submission of proof of the disability claimed. At this point, the 
Government admitted that the proof of the condition claimed to be 
permanently and totally disabling, and totally disabling, was received 
in the Veterans Administration on March 28, 1934, and prior to 
August 31, 1934. 

Plaintiff offered in evidence the deposition of Dr. Frederick A. 
Miller, who testified as follows on direct examination: 

He is a licensed practicing physician and surgeon—eye, ear, nose 
and throat in Cambridge, State of Maryland, and has the literary 
degree of A. B. from St. John’s, Annapolis, and as Doctor of Medi¬ 
cine from Johns Hopkins, Baltimore. He interned at Yale Hos¬ 
pital, New Haven, attached to the Yale Medical School, from which 
he went with the Rockefeller Foundation until February, 1919, with 
a seven months’ interim leave of absence, when he was first Lieu¬ 
tenant, Medical Corps, U. S. Army. From December, 1918, to Feb- 
uary, 1919, he was on a tour of inspection for the Rockefeller 
Foundation in North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, and Maryland. 
In February, 1919, he was loaned to the Republic of Panama, as 
Director of Public Health for that Republic. In May, 1920, he 
established a Department of Health for the Rockefeller Foundation 

in the Republic of Columbia, where he engaged in public 
25 health work, consisting of the directing of a public health cam¬ 

paign, which included the control of yellow fever. He left 
Rockefeller Foundation in 1925, went into the practice in Hagers¬ 
town, Maryland, until 1933, when he took postgraduate work in eye, 
ear, nose and throat at the Poly Clinic Hospital and Medical School, 
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New York, and has been in the private practice in this profession since 
the fall of 1933, at Cambridge, Maryland. 

He had had occasion to examine and treat Colonel Raymond E. 
Ingalls, maintaining a record thereof, which he presented at the time 
of his testimony, showing the first examination in September, 1934, 
being an examination only for his eyes and with a diagnosis at that 
time of hyperopic astigmatism, presbyopia, ocular muscular imbal¬ 
ance, migraine, vertigo, and neurasthenia. Other records show later 
examinations May 1, 1934, when the eyes were again examined and 
this report shows vision in right eye 20/180, left 20/180, esophoria 5 
degrees with eye grounds normal. On October 9, 1935, vision was 
20/200 in both eyes, blood pressure of 140/110, heart and chest nor¬ 
mal. He again checked the eyes on March 13, 1936, on November 
18, 1936, and on June 3, 1937, on July 20, 1937, September 18, 1937, | 
and May 5, 1938. In each instance, there was no change in the eye 
condition. In the course of these examination, it was found that he j 
had a slight indirect inguinal hernia. The vision of 20/180 was i 
shown on the first examination, also in 1934 and 1935, and after that 
it dropped to 20/200. 20/200 is only 1/10 of normal vision. He 
could not work without glasses and using his eyes for any length of 
time would aggravate the condition of migraine and bring on attacks 
of vertigo. If he should undertake to work, it was the opinion of 
the doctor that he would have regular, repeated attacks of migraine. 
Migraine is a condition of paroxismal headache, which means com¬ 
ing on without cause and without relation to time or events. The 
treatment advised for Colonel Ingalls was complete rest. Any active 
employment would affect both his physical and mental condition by 
bringing on attacks of migraine and making them more often, and 

the migraine affect the neurasthenia by making it more debili- 
26 tating. Since he was first examined in September, 1934, he 

had advised that he do no work whatsoever. With reference 
to the forms of recreation in which plaintiff could engage, the wit¬ 
ness expressed the opinion that he was an amateur wireless operator 
and that he had spent several hours a day with that; that it was 
located in his home; that he had a boat, goes fishing, and his car; 
that the witness had been fishing with him, but never without one or 
two men along with him to run the boat and start the motor, and he 
would then spend at least two-thirds of his time in the bunk. The 
witness expressed the opinion that it would not be advisable for him 
to confine himself to his home or to his room, as that would aggravate 
his neurasthenia, and that penning him up in his home, he would go 
down hill immediately more than he was at that time. The witness 
stated with reference to whether or not work of any gainful char- ' 
acter in September, 1934, would have caused a serious impairment of 
health, that he would not like to answer it as of that time for the 
reason he hadn’t examined him in 1934 and did not see him again 
until 1935 and he did not think he was capable of stating with refer- 
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ence to 1934, but did think that was true in 1935, referring to the 
date of May 1, 1935. Continuous work since that time would have 
aggravated the condition more seriously and would provide a very, 
very bad prognosis, which at the time was none too good. In the 
condition he was in, the witness did not know of anv work he could 
engage in and there was no work which he advised him to engage in. 

Dr. Miller testified, on cross-examination, as follows: 
That the card from which he was reading was the original record 

made by him at the time of the examinations, kept in his office since 
that time. The condition of both eyes was 20/180 up to 1935. As¬ 
tigmatism was caused purely by a refractory error. There is a high 
muscular imbalance. 20/200 is not considered practically blind. 
There were some children in that community who have 20/400 vision 
without glasses, but who refract up to normal. He has hyperopic 
astigmatism. Presbyopia is a physical condition that comes on with 

age with practically all over 40. in which the lens in the eye 
27 becomes thin, with the result that you have to add plus spheres 

to bring the eyes back to normal. Colonel Ingalls is over 40. 
The twist in the orbit is not astigmatism, but muscular imbalance. 
Astigmatism is that the cornea, the transparent part of the eye, 
like a plus lense, in certain diameters they are neophrenic, when rays 
of light come in, due to the inequality of the cornea the rays do not 
come to a focus on the retina. One of the common symptoms of 
people who have muscular imbalance is diplopia—seeing double. 
Kye muscles control the eye and without glasses try to pull the eye 
to normal, which puts a strain on the muscles. When one goes with¬ 
out glasses or with incorrect glasses, that produces headache. As¬ 
tigmatism can be corrected and muscular imbalance can be helped 
to a certain degree, but after a certain point there will have to be an 
operation. Up to that point you can overcome it with glasses. 
Colonel Ingalls is not cross-eyed, but he has a definite pull in both 
eyes. The interior retina muscles are underpulling, or the exterior 
ones are overpulling. 20/200 in Colonel Ingalls* eyes means the dif¬ 
ference between normal. 20 20. and his eves. Ilis eves can be cor- 
rected with glasses to 20/25. That is. correct glasses would correct 
his vision from 20/200 to 20/25. With reference to muscular imbal¬ 
ance and astigmatism, prisms are not used any more, but they are 
given optical exercises to exercise the muscles for the underpull, roll 
the eyes and look at little stereoptic views. The 20/25 correction bv 
glasses refers to astigmatism and hyperopia. He had advised him to 
use his eyes a little bit. but he cannot. The first defect in muscular 
imbalance is not necessarily in close reading. Distant objects will 
be distorted. When he puts glasses on, they relieve the distortion. 
When reading newspapers or studying fine print, he is in verv ter¬ 
rible pain. Looking at sky or distant objects or large objects does 
not affect him so seriously. The difficulty described in Colonel In¬ 
galls pertains more or less to minute things, fine prints, etc. When 
comparing the seriousness of the defect as between driving an auto- 

v c? 
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mobile or rending a book, or something requiring close eye work, 
that would be possible with a normal person, but not with Colonel 
Ingalls, since the witness was of the opinion that the whole under¬ 
lying condition is not so much his eyes as it is the migraine in his 

attacks of vertigo, and that the eye condition is a contributing 
28 factor in migraine. The astigmatism and muscular imbalance 

serve to aggravate the migraine. Migraine is a headache, 
comes on without rime or reason, and he did not know how often. 
It is not the same type that would come on with excessive reading 
without corrective glasses with astigmatism, since the cause of mi¬ 
graine nobody knows. The astigmatism is a contributing factor. 
The only way he could state the frequency of headaches would be by 
hearsay. As for the relation between the excessive use of his eyes, 
studying, reading and operating an amateur radio set, he can’t do 
that any more. He had to give it up. He can’t read for half an 
hour, as it will produce a migraine attack. The witness had seen the 
patient in his radio station, for about a half hour, when he would say 
that he would have to quit and lie down, even though he. had not 
used his eyes or his log. As to the relationship between defective 
eyes and neurasthenia, witness was of the opinion that the term 
neurasthenia was used when a patient came to a doctor and said he 
was feeling badly and everything else had been ruled out. Witness 
was of the opinion that it was just a general run-down condition. 
Neurasthenia is not something created in the mind of the patient, 
that is psychasthenia. It is an indefinable term. Authorities do use 
the term quite frequently, if they cannot find a patient is suffering 
from direct anemia. Such patients are given iron, strychnine, and 
various tonics. In the general practice of medicine, you do not find 
very many people who can be put down and called real neurotics, 
although you do run into them in general practice. Most of them 
do not have enough to notice. He did not know that Colonel Ingalls, 
with his eyes corrected by glasses, has a vision to drive an automo¬ 
bile. After living close by for four years, he had seen him driving 
a car only one time. When witness was with him in the boat, Mi;. 
Robertson or Chap Hicks would do the steering. Colonel Ingalls 
might steer a little, but he spent two-thirds of his time lying down. 
He could not say about the times when he was not with him, either 
with reference to the boat or the car. He did not know about a 

driver's permit. 
29 On re-direct examination, Dr. Miller testified as follows: 

Witness could not state definitely that the condition found 
May 1,1935, was permanent, because that was the first time he had had 
an opportunity to give him a complete examination, but considering 
that examination with the others since that time, he would consider 
it permanent. 

On re-cross examination. Dr. Miller testified that astigmatism can 
be acquired after you are born. Colonel Ingalls had some of it 
when he was born, but he could not say how much. As to cor- 
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recting astigmatism by the use of glasses, that is possible, but there 
are two kinds. You mav correct cornea astigmatism, but it is hard 
to correct lenticular astigmatism. That lens is thickened. When 
you look into space, the pupils get larger and when the finger is 
pointed at the eye the pupil gets smaller, while at the same time 
the lens in the eye is thick and thin. Colonel Ingalls has the 
cornea type, which is one type that can be corrected by glasses. 
Muscular imbalance is not necessarily corrected. It can be a toxic 
thing coming from alcohol or tobacco. It comes most frequently in 
children after measles, for after some infections the first thing you 
know he has an exterior squint or an interior squint. He had met 
Colonel Ingalls after he moved to Cambridge and had seen him 
around his house and maybe around two or three times a year. His 
eye condition was not caused by alcohol or tobacco. He did not 
know when plaintiff quit operating the radio station. He thought 
about a year previously, but would not like to say. He had oper¬ 
ated it since he came to Cambridge. He did not think it was being 
operated at the time of the first examination, as the witness could 
hear him on his radio when it was being operated, but he would 
say the thing was going in 1936. On one occasion the witness was 
there when he had to quit, which was in the fall of 1936. The radio 
station was on the third floor of his home. Correcting the eyes from 
20/200 to 20/25 does not entirely relieve the condition of migraine 
or headache, but might help. If he had no glasses, he would come 

along and have terrific attacks of migraine. He should put 
30 the glasses on first thing in the morning and take them off 

when he goes to bed at night. 
The deposition of Colonel George L. Hicks was offered in evidence 

by plaintiff, who testified on direct examination as follows: 
My name is George L. Hicks. I retired from army service in 1935 

and have resided in Cambridge, Maryland, since June of that year. 
I met Colonel Ingalls as soon as he came here and have known him 
since. I have spent a great deal of time with him fishing. He has 
a very fine boat and is nice enough to take us out in it. The routine 
on these boat trips is that Colonel Inballs brings his boat for us, 
we go down and get on it and start out. As soon as he gets it out 
he asks one of us to take the wheel and he will go and lie down 
for a while. That happens just few minutes after he gets away 
from the dock. If we go on a short trip he will rest for fifteen or 
twenty minutes. When we start fishing, he gets up and fishes a 
while, then lies down again. "When we take a long trip sometimes, 
he will turn the boat over to us and maybe lie down for an hour or 
more. He does not particularly complain. He never tells us about 
his troubles, but merely says he is a little tired and will go and 
lie down. He looked as if he was tired, as a man who has worked 
too hard. He looked pale, circles under his eyes, and complained 
of headache. Since I have been here, I have not been on a trip 
with him, although I have been on a hundred, but some time or 
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other during the trip he would have to lie down. He would say he 
was tired. I did not notice him when he was lying down, because 
he was in the cabin. Sometimes he would lie on the upper deck 
and he looked as if he tried to sleep, but he was sort of nervous and 
twitchy. In performing any duty about the boat, any little job, 
such as steering, I noticed that he got tired. I have noticed it on 
several occasions when something would go wrong with the car¬ 
buretor or the engine, he would have to take up the hatch and adjust 
it, and I noticed he did not do it in nearly the time I would have 
done it. He worked as though he had no energy. On several occa¬ 
sions, I have driven down to the dock, knowing that in the morning 
he had been working on the boat and I would go on and he would 

be lying down in the cabin, looking as if he were tired. 
31 I graduated from University of Maryland and went into 

volunteers in 1899. I have done some medical work, some 
hospital work, but that was a long time ago. 

Colonel Hicks testified on cross examination as follows: 
I have ridden in his automobile with him for only short distances, J 

from here to Hoopers Island, twenty-five or thirty miles or some- j 
thing like that, when he was driving. I thought he was driving ef- | 
ficiently and he had no accident. He is not a very good driver of j 
his boat. He does look after his boat, the mechanical parts, some- j 
thing to occupy his time, but he does not work any length of time, j 
I think he could drive a car better than he could keep books, because j 
of his eyes. 

On re-direct examination, he testified that he never noticed the con- ! 
dition of his health after the exercise of driving that distance be- ! 
cause they came right home, and he let them out and then drove 
home himself. 

The plaintiff offered the deposition of Mrs. Mildred M. Ingalls j 
in evidence. She testified as follows on direct examination: 

My name is Mildred M. Ingalls and I am the wife of Colonel 
Raymond E. Ingalls. We were married in 1922 and I have lived 
with him continuously since that time. The first time I noticed any 
serious impairment to his health was shortly before December, 1933. 
We were then in Denver, Colorado, and he was assigned to Fitz¬ 
simmons General Hospital as a dental officer in the dental clinic. 
Just prior to December, 1933, I noticed he was tired when he came 
home at night. He would come in and his face would look pale, 
ashen shade, and his lips were blue. He had a strained expression 
about his eyes. His condition seemed to get constantly worse. I 
noticed that when he had duties as a Court’s Martial and had to 
study the Manual, he would ask me to read it to him from time 
to time. His condition became so bad from day to day that he often 
found it difficult to report for duty and I think the officials and 
doctors there ordered him to the hospital. I do not recall the day 
he entered the hospital, but I think it was in December, 1933, that 
was in the Fitzsimons General Hospital and he was there for six 
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weeks. While he was in the hospital and up to the time he 
32 retired, his condition became worse. The hospital seemed to 

aggravate it and he appeared very nervous. He had a white 
look, a strained look about his eyes, a blue look about his mouth, 
and his face appeared strained. When he retired from the service 
in 1934, I was with him all that period and he performed no active 
duty after December, 1933. Since his retirement I have been with 
him and observed him very closely all the time. While we were 
on leave, we went to Washington for a short time and then we went 
to Whitefield, New Hampshire. We were the guests of friends, 
but not in her home, as she had us in a hotel room with a screen 
porch attached and a hammock on the porch, and Colonel Ingalls 
used to spend a great deal of time in the hammock. He did very 
little. He did no work. He tried to play a little golf and he went 
out one morning with my son. I was sitting on the porch when he 
came back. They had not been gone long. I noticed when they 
drove up that my son got out of the car and the Colonel seemed 
slumped down in the seat with his head on the back of it, and he 
looked so deathly white that I went out to see if I could help him. 
He said he would be all right in a few minutes and I helped him 
to the hotel and when he went upstairs he really pulled himself up. 
He collapsed on the bed and stayed there the rest of the day. The 
rest of the time we were up there, a routine day—consisted of getting 
up in the morning, having breakfast, friends of mine would drive 
over and we would go for a drive with them, possibly have lunch 
with them, come back and Colonel Ingalls would lie down and stay 
there until dinner time. Usually we would go down to dinner and 
then my friends would send for me and I would go, but Colonel 
would sit on the porch a while and go up and lie down. He would 
usually have a radio going. We remained in New Hampshire ap¬ 
proximately two months and came to Cambridge in September, 1934. 
We had been here once before on a trip. I had some acquaintances. 
We stopped over and looked the town over, as Colonel was looking 
for a place in the country that would be quiet. We have been here 
ever since. For the last four years the regular routine of Colonel 

Ingalls and his condition has been that he relies entirely upon 
33 the radio for entertainment. He does not sleep very well and 

arises very early. We have breakfast and then he waits for 
the mail man. usually lving on the couch. He looks over the mail, 
then he will go down to the boat and see if it is all right. The 
boat is a block and a half or two blocks from the house. If he says 
he is going for just a little while, I sometimes go down and sit on 
the boat with him. I have been down there and called him and 
there would be no answer, and when I looked into the cabin, he 
would be lying on one of the bunks of the cabin. When he is lying 
down he seems to have such a white color, that same drawn look 
about his mouth, his lips just turn blue. Afterwards, we come home 
and have lunch, and after lunch, he usually lies on the couch a 
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little while and then goes upstairs and listens to the radio, which 
he has by his bed, listens to the news and news commentators, pos¬ 
sibly baseball and football. I have not been out with him very many 
times on the boat. When he is driving the boat, it is distant vision, 
and he can sit in the driver’s seat and not use his eyes very closely. 
That is the reason for getting the boat. He thought by being on 
the water and on the boat and not having to use his eyes, it would be 
a benefit to him. With reference to the effect of exercise on him, I 
remember on one occasion, there was a light fall of snow early in 
the morning and I heard him go out, looked out the window, saw 
him take a broom, and he was sweeping the steps and along the 
sidewalk. It was a light fall of snow and he was only sweeping for 
a very short time, and I noticed he leaned on the broom and came 
over and leaned on the steps and when I offered my help he leaned on 
me and on the rail and came in the house, and he just collapsed on 
the couch in the hall with that same drawn look. When he has [ 
driven the car or the boat, he usually comes back and lies down and 
if he has been out in the afternoon he lies down all evening. On ! 
such occasions, he has that same strained look about his mouth and 
a pinched appearance, his lips blue. He gets upstairs with great dif¬ 
ficulty, pulls himself up by the banister. The things which I have 
described have continuously existed since he first went to the hospi¬ 
tal. He is not at all lazy. He wants to do things, and when he 

does, he finds that it puts him in a state of collapse. 
34 Mrs. Ingalls testified on cross-examination as follows: 

He does not indulge in social activities such as bridge games. 
I ride in the car with him and he has a driver’s permit. 

Plaintiff offered in evidence the deposition of Mary E. Harrington, 
who testified on direct examination as follows: 

I am Mary E. Harrington and I am engaged in mercantile busi¬ 
ness. I also take care of some real estate that belonged to my father 
and a little farm which I have in the country. I know Colonel 
Ingalls and I live just around the corner from them and have known 
them since September, 1934, right after they came here. I have had 
quite a number of occasions to observe him, as I am around to see 
Mrs. Ingalls quite a bit and play a good deal of bridge with her, and 
I stop in on an average of two or three times a day. That has been 
continuous since I first met them. On these visits I have seen Colonel 
Ingalls. He has been around the house. I have observed a number 
of things about him. When I first met him, I did not think he could 
be so well, because he was always reclining when I was there. Fre¬ 
quently when I play bridge with Mrs. Ingalls, he comes downstairs 
from his room and speaks to us and perhaps lies down on the couch 
for a while and then goes on up to bed. Then I have noticed when 
I have asked him to take us out on a fishing trip once in a while, how 
tired he gets, that he tries hard enough, but he does not seem able to 
do anything. I noticed that one day last week when something hap¬ 
pened to the belt on the engine in the boat and Colonel said he 
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thought he would have to change the belt. I was fishing, but kept 
turning around and looking at him and noticed his pallor, his face 
got so white. He was out of breath. After that, he had to sit down 
in a chair, was out of breath, and looked as white as he could be. 
I have been out with him on a number of occasions. He has fre¬ 
quently asked me to take the wheel, said he would lie down five or 
ten minutes to rest his eyes, and would lie on the bunk in the cabin. 
On my visits to the house, I did not see him over five or ten minutes 
at a time. Sometimes he would come down and lie on the sofa and 
talk, then he goes back to his room. On other occasions, I have gone 

upstairs and he has been in his room with the radio going. I 
35 think he spends most of the entire day lying around the house. 

Almost every time I come around I find him on the couch or 
in a chair on the porch. He frequently asks me to excuse him. I 
have observed him driving a car. I have taken many trips with them 
in the car, but I have been mostly to Salisbury, a little trip of about 
an hour or an hour and a half. The drive seemed to make him very 
tired. While Mrs. Ingalls and I were shopping he would lie on the 
back seat and rest. I have seen him in the winter when he has built 
a fire in the house and it seemed to eat up all his energy. A particu¬ 
lar thing I noticed about him is that he gets so white when he exerts 
himself in any way. He looks as if he is about to fold up, and he 
lies down immediately. I have come in after work and he and I 
have talked over business affairs and I have noticed lots of times he 
asked me to read the headlines in the paper to him. I noticed he 
would take his glasses and try to read, but after two or three min¬ 
utes put them aside and said he could not read. 

Mrs. Harrington testified on cross-examination as follows: 
I have never seen him play bridge. I have frequently talked to 

him about it, asked him to play, but he has not played. I would not 
say that Colonel Ingalls had engaged in social activities. He does 
not belong to the supper club. They asked Colonel and Mrs. Ingalls 
to belong and they attended one meeting, and the Colonel said he 
found out it was too much for him. With reference to what I have 
seen him try to do, he appears to want to do them, but does not 
seem able to—things such as fixing things around the house. I have 
seen him start to do things and he would give up. I have heard 
Mrs. Ingalls say different things needed fixing, and he said he would 
get to them as soon as he could. I have driven in the car with him 
around town or the boulevard, about an hour’s ride to Salisbury. 
He seems to be a competent driver and I have no fear of riding with 
him. I have been on the boat a lots of times. He looks after the 
boat, although I think he has a man about town to do the work on 
the engine. He does drive the boat on occasion and does some fishing 
on occasion. I would not call him a very good fisherman, because 
he does not stay with it. As to whether fishing was a matter of luck 
more or less when I go fishing, I could fish for eighteen hours or 
more, but the Colonel does not do that. 
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36 Plaintiff offered in evidence the deposition of Colonel Ray- j 
mond E. Ingalls, the plaintiff, who testified on direct exami¬ 

nation as follows: 
I am Raymond E. Ingalls, the plaintiff in this case, and I am now 

55 years old. I graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1905 
in dentistry, practiced in a small town in southern Minnesota for a 
year, then went to California. As soon as I got out of school I 
applied for the army dental corps. There were no vacancies at that 
time and it was about a year and a half before I could take the ex¬ 
amination. My practice before I went to the army was general. 
Before I went into the army, my earnings were three hundred to 
five hundred dollars a month. I entered service in March, 1907, and 
served continuously until my retirement August 31, 1934. I don’t 
believe there was an officer in the army who had as little hospitali¬ 
zation as I had until I cracked up. The condition became more or 
less acute about six months, more or less, before I was retired. The 
condition was similar to my present condition, but in the early stage 
was not as bad. That was eye manifestation and nerve exhaustion. 
My work was very close. At the time I was assigned to Fitzsimons 
General Hospital, going there in 1932. I was chief of dental service, 
and in addition to that I was president of the general Court Martial, 
president of the Post Counsel, and Chairman of the Board of Gov¬ 
ernors of the Officers Club. Some six months before entering the 
hospital on December 12, 1933, my eyes had continuous migraine, got ! 
very sore, with shooting pains, pain in the back of my head, hurt all | 
over, complete exhaustion. Many times I was so nervous I couldn’t ! 
eat anything. I would perhaps have to lie still three or four hours 
before I could eat anything. Then it would get me at night. I had j 
trouble sleeping, especially when I got tired that day, and it aggra¬ 
vated the condition. Each day seemed to knock me down more and 
more, and the case retrogressed, and finally there was nothing else 
to do but go on sick leave. This condition as compared to that i 
when I was hospitalized during 1926—that was more or less a nervous j 
breakdown at that time. I would have some trouble with my eyes, j 
but not any acute condition. I could go ahead and work. I was 
Lieutenant Colonel when I was in Walter Reed. I was a Colonel 

at the time I went to the hospital in 1933. My duties did not 
37 require me to do any routine work. I specialized in oral 

surgery and prosthesis, and supervised the work of the clinic. 
These attacks in 1933 were brought on by just overwork. I seemed 
to be continuously using my eyes and the machine just cracked up 
at that time. After going to the hospital in December 1933 I did 
no kind of active service or work. I went through that group medi¬ 
cal system where they gave me a very thorough medical examination 
for a period of six weeks and at the end of that time there were 
thirty or forty doctors who had something to do with my case, and 
at the end of that time the Retirement Board retired me. There 
were five different findings for retirement. They held that I was 
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incapacitated for further service. I was retired August 31, 1934. 
After I retired I just rested. We went up to New Hampshire and 
stayed at a camp all summer. We had a cottage where we stayed 
most of the time. My boy and I spent considerable of our time 
using a small boat and some walking around in the hills, going to 
meals at a hotel nearby, and spent some time dining with guests at 
the hotel, but most of my time was spent in the hammock on the 
porch. At that time I seemed to feel better and put on weight. 
During the first three weeks, I put on fifteen pounds. I felt pretty 
good unless I tried to do something. I let reading alone and I could 
be free from headache largely, although I had migraine a good deal 
of the time, but not acutely. I could enjoy life a little bit and did 
not have that terrible depressed feeling that I had before. As long 
as I was quiet I did not have that exhaustion. I felt that depressed 
feeling for a number of months before I retired. It seemed as 
though everything in the world had turned dark. Nothing seemed 
worthwhile any more. Things such as books, travel, and flowers, and 
even friends, just seemed as if they were not there any more. These 
forty doctors at Fitzsimons General Hospital were assigned to that 
hospital and they were army and Veterans’ Administration doctors. 
It is a hospital run by the regular army, but more than half were 
veteran patients. It is the largest general hospital the army has. It 
is easy to describe physical exhaustion which I have, because I am 
that wav right now. I feel verv much exhausted right now. I feel 
as though, if I went to bed and laid down for an hour, I would feel 

better. I get that way and usually stay in bed twelve or fifteen 
38 hours a day. To describe my feeling, it is just tired muscles 

in my legs, eyes sore, head tired, eyes sore to my touch. It is 
close vision when I am talking to you. You may notice that I 
glance off once in a while, because then I do not have to use the close 
vision. That seems to get me. The only relief of this condition I 
have found is rest. It is the only thing that seems to do me a bit of 
good, just lie down, close my eyes, and rest. My routine since I 
have been in Cambridge is really very simple. I have great trouble 
in sleeping. For some reason, I cannot stay in bed after five o’clock 
in the morning. I get restless. I usually come down and get a cup 
of coffee. Most of this nervous exhaustion seems to fasten on me 
after breakfast, especially if I have a bowel movement. That seems 
to exhaust me, even a normal one. I generally have to lie down after 
that occasion. Sometimes I stay in bed a considerable time. Then 
I generally get up and open that up to air out. There are always 
some children around and we sit around and talk. Lots of times I lie 
down on my bed in the morning. In the afternoon I always lie 
down, sometimes three or four hours, and sometimes I am able to 
sleep and sometimes I am not. 

With reference to the radio station which I have had since I have 
been in Cambridge, I started that transmitter for the reason that 
I must have something to occupy my mind. I have been active all 
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my life and felt that with the transmitter I could handle it. So I 
kept it up, making contacts intermittently. I started in by joining 
the army amateur network. They have a training course a week. 
I gave that up because it lasted two or three hours and I got a ter¬ 

rible headache. It was all in code. My other contacts were more 
or less intermittent. I tried for a time to carry on a schedule, but 
I had to give it up because I did not feel I would be able to keep 
up the contact. About a year and a half ago I gave it up altogether. 

That was just for pleasure. That station is now on the third floor 
of my home and I have not made a contact in over a year and a 
half. In fact, my license has expired. 

With reference to my driving a car, we are getting into distant 
vision again, and while with my glasses for correction, I believe that 

my distant vision is fair at least, and in looking off in the distance, 
it is more restful to me than to sit here in the room, and I 

39 can drive a car. I seldom drive at night, as the lights bother 
me, but in the day time, if I drive in moderation, I can get 

along fairly well. As to how much driving it takes to physically 
tire me, I have motored up to 250 miles a day, but even then we 
stopped at various times. I seldom drive more than an hour. If 

I am still sitting on the front seat, I may stay there, or get on the 
back seat and close my eyes and relax in that way. When I am driv¬ 
ing I can feel those attacks of migraine and nervous exhaustion 
coming on slowly and there is nothing to do but to rest and relax. 
When that comes on, I simply stop. If I carry on too much that 
way, I know I will not have any sleep that night, so I make it a 
point never to carry it to that point. I have got so I can tell about 
how far I can go. I have a driver’s permit for Maryland, which I 
applied for. I have been driving since my first one in 1912, some 
26 years, and I have had a license to drive all those years. I took 
a license out when I came here and have renewed it every year. It 
was for pleasure and not at all for business. I would say that I 
have not driven over an hour continuously without stopping and 
resting. They would ask me some questions when I applied for a 
driver’s permit, but I do not remember the specific questions asked. 
I believe the questions were as to the effect of my disability on my 
driving. I did not consider that my disability affected my driving. 
Something was asked about vision, but I consider my distant vision 
good enough to drive a car. I do not believe they asked me any¬ 
thing about migraine. I do not consider the attacks of migraine 
will be detrimental or dangerous in driving a car, especially insofar 
as everything else was concerned, only that I had those headaches. 
As far as vertigo is concerned, I know when that is coming on. It 
has always been in the morning early and I never drive when I have 
an attack, but stay in bed until it is over. It is usually over around 
noon or shortly thereafter. I have had two of those attacks, one 
of them lasting four or five days, but the second lasted a couple 
of days, just in the mornings. I have never had an attack when 
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driving the car. Driving the car brings on nervous exhaustion and 
I get very tired. I am sitting there, and if I had to stand I could 

not stand it any where near an hour. 
40 When I entered the hospital December 12, 1933, my Gov¬ 

ernment insurance was in force, and I am still paying pre¬ 
miums on it. After I went to the hospital and consulted with the 
doctors, I then made claim under my insurance policy for permanent 
and total insurance benefits and I made claim for the total disability 
provisions of the policy and submitted statements from these doctors 
to the Veterans’ Administration, the same doctors who were in Fitz- 
simons General Hospital. I saw the report they made. These re¬ 
ports were sent to the Veterans’ Administration and should be on file 
there. The Veterans’ Administration denied that claim and then I 
brought suit. 

With reference to my activities and the use of the boat, I consider 
the time I spent there as beneficial rather than detrimental to my 
health. It is very relaxing and I have comfortable bunks there to 
lie down on. Fresh air and the salt air seem to help induce sleep 
with me. I have trouble sleeping, and I know if I spend a few hours 
on the water it helps a great deal. Then there is no physical or 
mental effort required in running the boat. As far as the actual 
labor is concerned in keeping it up, I have a colored man who keeps 
my yard and he does the cleaning on it. When I go, some one always 
goes with me. There is no heavy work except pulling the anchor, 
and whoever is with me does that and takes turns at the wheel. It is 
very restful and relaxing. I can’t stand and fish like most people 
do. I always have a chair and sit in the chair and hold my line out. 
That exertion just tires me, brings on that exhaustion again if I 
stand too much. I have not attempted any gainful employment since 
I have been here. I have done a few chores about the house, such 
as shovel coal in the furnace once in a while, although we have a 
man here throughout the winter who takes care of the yard work, 
and my son helps some. He is fourteen years old. There is nothing 
special around the house which I have done, put the coal in the fur¬ 
nace, make a fire in the kitchen stove in the morning. Those things 
do not affect me at all unless I keep it up too long. Dr. Miller’s 
advice to me was to keep doing just what I am doing. The army 

doctors at Fitzsimons General Hospital advised me to take 
41 plenty of rest, healthful food, and all the sleep I could get, 

and to leave drugs alone. My condition now compares to 
what it was at the time of retirement. It has not improved any. It 
seems to me to have retrogressed some. 

Colonel Ingalls, the plaintiff, testified on cross examination as 
follows: 

Since my retirement I have managed to support myself and fam¬ 
ily on my retirement pay, which amounts to $360.00. I have nothing 
else, nothing from investments to amount to anything, but I have an 
income from other insurance, three policies with the Equitable In- 
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surance Society, from which I get $90.00 per month, and the premium 
is waived. I had a settlement with the Texas Prudential Company. 
They paid me some monthly payments, then we had a suit over it 
and they settled the suit by paying me a fixed sum. I have made 
no effort at any time to have gainful employment since I left the 
army. I have not tried to practice dentistry. I have not sought any 
job or tried to go into business. I can’t play bridge, my eyes won’t 
permit it. I do not and have not bowled or played golf. I tried 
to play golf, but it tired me so I eventually gave it up and have en¬ 
gaged in no other sport except driving a car and fishing. I have 
had a motor driver’s permit ever since I came to Cambridge, Mary¬ 
land. It has to be renewed every year. As to the question asked in 
the application for the permit, as to whether I ever had attacks of 
vertigo, that was answered “no” because I do not have those attacks 
when I am driving the car. I answered the question as to my hear¬ 
ing or speech, “no,” and the same as to being color blind. The ques¬ 
tion about perfect vision in my right eye and left eye which is 
answered “yes,” I have so far as driving a car is concerned, and 
then I answered the question as to full use of the right and left foot, 
and right and left hand, “yes.” Explaining the answer to the ques¬ 
tion as to having no vertigo attacks, and perfect vision of right and 
left eye, I did have a couple of attacks of vertigo first thing in the 
morning upon awakening, and I remained in bed until these at¬ 
tacks were over and never attempted to drive my car during that 
time. In answering the question about defect in the eye vision, it 
has never interfered with my reasonable operation of the car. I 
did not mean to convey the impression that I had never had an 

attack of vertigo and that I had no defect in vision. The 
42 vertigo and defective vision do keep me from driving a long 

distance. I don’t drive long distances. In the last four years, 
the longest distance I have driven has been about 150 miles a day. 
I have driven to Washington, but that was not continuous. I do 
not think I have ever driven up and back in the same day. It tires 
me too much. I have driven to Baltimore, and one trip to Phila¬ 
delphia. I have not driven to New York, and have not made any 
long trips out West, except the trip coming East, coming out of the |. 
army. On that trip, I don’t think I would average a hundred miles 
a day. Since I have lived in Cambridge, I have not taken any trip 
more than a hundred and fifty miles in one day. The migraine 
which is mentioned is a headache. It pains the front of the head 
and from eyes clear to back of head. At the start it is in the front 
and then it goes back. I have this headache continuously, have it 
right now, always have it some. My greatest trouble is to try to 
keep it down so I can sleep. I do not notice that it is more painful 
or more severe at any particular time of the day or night, unless 
there is an occasion when I have to use my. eyes, meaning when I 
try to read. Sometimes I have a business paper to look over. Usu¬ 
ally I get Mrs. Ingalls or my boy to read it for me. When I am on 
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my boat, it is less severe. It gradually disappears. The radio out¬ 
fit which I had and have not used for a year and a half past in¬ 
volved the use of certain dials and the adjustment of certain equip¬ 
ment. I didn't do mv own construction of that work. I did for a 

V 

number of yeais. I possibly built forty or fifty receivers during 
that time, but since that time have had to refrain from any close 
work of that kind. My receiver was built by a man in Frankford. 
The question of the continuous headache or migraine, and the fre¬ 
quency of its getting severe, is a relative term. It is a little hard to 
tell. As to how often I have what I call a severe pain, speaking of 
it in days or hours, I don’t know how I can tell. I have it often. 
I just don’t let it become severe. No close reading or eye work. As 
to whether or not that is when I am wearing glasses and trying to 

read, I could not see anything without my glasses. We did 
43 join the supper club after we came here in September, 1934. 

It was a gathering here of about twelve or fourteen people 
who had a supper about once every two weeks and followed that with 
cards. Just a few people whom I knew. I think we went to three 
or four meetings and I simply had to give it up. That was within 
about two months. The only examination I have had by a Govern¬ 
ment doctor since Fitzsimons General Hospital was by a Veterans’ 
Bureau doctor at the Veterans’ Administration building in Washing¬ 
ton, in June or July, 1934, and I have had no examination by a 
Government physician since. They have not ordered or requested 
me up for an examination. 

The plaintiff offered the two policies of insurance sued upon, in 
evidence. The first was a Government life insurance policy, desig¬ 
nated as an ordinary life policy, issued to Raymond Eugene Ingalls 
in the sum of $10,000.00, dated June 1, 1926, and being numbered 
K-530,670. This policy provides for the payment of benefits in the 
event of death as provided therein, or in the event of the permanent 
and total disability of the insured while the policy is in force, in the 
sum of $57.50 per month, while such permanent and total disability 
continues. Among other provisions of the said policy, is paragraph 
9, which describes permanent and total disability, and for the pay¬ 
ment of benefits thereunder, which is quoted as follows: 

“Total permanent disability as referred to herein is any impair¬ 
ment of mind or body which continuously renders it impossible for 
the disabled person to follow any substantially gainful occupation 
and which is founded upon conditions which render it reasonably 
certain that it will continue throughout the life of the person suffer¬ 
ing from it. The total permanent disability benefits may relate back 
to a date not exceeding six months prior to receipt of due proof of 
such total permanent disability, and any premiums becoming due 
after the 'date of such disability and within such six months, if paid, 
shall be refunded without interest. Without prejudice to any other 
cause of disability, it is agreed that the irrecoverable loss of the sight 
of both eyes, or the loss of both hands, or the loss of both feet, or 
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the loss of one hand and one foot, shall be considered as total perma¬ 
nent disability within the meaning of this contract; and monthly 
installments for any of these specifically enumerated causes of total 
permanent disability shall accrue from the date of such total perma¬ 
nent disability, and any premiums becoming due after such disabil¬ 
ity, if paid, shall be refunded without interest. If there is a loan 
under this policy, then payments on account of total permanent dis¬ 

ability shall be adjusted accordingly.” 
44 The second policy referred to is a rider attached to policy 

number K-530,670, providing for the payment of total disabil¬ 
ity benefits, payment of premiums, etc. This rider is dated Febru¬ 
ary 1, 1933, and is attached to the first described policy of insurance. 
The paragraphs of such policy with reference to payment of benefits 
hereunder are quoted as follows: 

“Total disability as referred to herein is any impairment of mind 
or body which continuously renders it impossible for the disabled 
person to follow any substantially gainful occupation. The monthly 
income payments may relate back to a date not exceeding six months | 
prior to receipt of due proof of such total disability but not prior to 
the first day of the fifth consecutive month of continuous total dis¬ 
ability. Without prejudice to any other cause of disability, the loss 
of the use of both feet, or both hands, or of both eyes, or of one foot 
and one hand, or of one foot and one eye, or of one hand and one eye, 
or the loss of hearing of both ears, or the organic loss of speech, or 
becoming permanently helpless or permanently bedridden, shall be 
deemed to be total disability, and monthly income payments for any 
of these specifically enumerated causes of total disability may be paid 
from the first day of the fifth consecutive month of such continuous 
total disability. 

“The payment of a monthly income by reason of the total disabil¬ 
ity of the insured in accordance with this provision may be concur¬ 
rent with or independent of the insured’s right to receive total per¬ 
manent disability benefits under the policy. Neither the payment of 
a monthly income under this provision nor the payment of total 
permanent disability benefits under the policy shall reduce the 
amount of the monthly income payment payable for total disability 
under this provision, or the amount of the monthly installment pay¬ 
able for total permanent disability under the policy.” 

This rider provides for the payment of benefits thereunder in the 
event of the total disability therein described in the sum of $57.50 
per month. 

The pertinent parts of these two policies have been quoted above 
and the two policies have been described by agreement of counsel 
for the convenience of the Court in eliminating the voluminous sec¬ 
tions therein which are immaterial to the issues of this appeal. 

It is agreed by and between counsel for the plaintiff-appellee and 
for the defendant-appellant that the above is a full, complete record 
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of all pleadings, exhibits, depositions, and a statement of the evidence 
of the case to present upon the appeal herein. 

45 At the close of all the evidence, the plaintiff offered a motion 
for judgment for the plaintiff, on the ground that the evidence 

supported such a judgment, that there was substantial evidence to 
support such a judgment, and that the greater weight of the evi¬ 
dence supported such a judgment. A motion was offered by the 
defendant for a judgment in favor of the defendant on the ground 
that there was no substantial evidence to support a judgment for 
the plaintiff, that the evidence did not warrant a judgment for the 
plaintiff, and that the greater weight of the evidence did not warrant 
a judgment for the plaintiff. The Court granted the motion of the 
plaintiff, overruled the motion of the defendant, and an exception 
to such ruling was noted. 

46 District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia 

At Law No. 87725 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, plaintiff 

vs. 

United States of America, defendant 

Motion for a new trial 

Filed July 1, 1938 

Now comes David A. Pine, United States Attorney in and for the 
District of Columbia, defendant in the above entitled cause, and 
moves the Court to vacate and set aside the verdict herein rendered 
and grant a new trial of the said cause. 

And for grounds of this motion, the said defendant assigns the 
following: 

First: That the verdict is contrary to the evidence. 
Second: That the said verdict is contrary to the weight of the 

evidence. 
Third: That the said verdict is contrary to law. 

David A. Pine, 

United States Attorney, District of Columbia. 

It is ordered that motion for new trial be filed and hearing on 
same be passed to Aug. 20,1938. 

This 1 Day of July, 1938. 
F. Dickinson Letts, 

Justice. 
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47 Findings of fact and conclusions of law 

Filed May 15,1939 

The above entitled cause came on for trial on June 24, 1938, before 
the Court sitting without a jury, a jury having been waived by writ¬ 
ten stipulation of the plaintiff and the defendant, and after testimony 
had been heard as presented by the plaintiff and the defendant, and 
having heard the motion of the plaintiff for a judgment on the ground 
that the evidence and the greater weight thereof supports such a 
judgment, and the motion of the defendant for a judgment in its 
favor, on the ground that there is no substantial evidence to support 
a judgment for the plaintiff, and that the greater weight of the evi¬ 
dence supports a judgment for the defendant, and the Court having 
granted the motion of the plaintiff and denied the motion of the 
defendant, and the defendant having filed a motion for a new trial, 
a hearing on which was had on the 15 day of May, 1939, having been 
continued by agreement of plaintiff and defendant from the 20th 
day of August, 1938, as originally set, and the Court having care¬ 
fully considered the said motion for a new trial and having deter¬ 
mined that the same should be overruled and denied, hereby enters 
its findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

48 Findings of fact 

I 

The Court finds that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene Ingalls, served 
in the army during the World War and was retired from military 
service by reason of a physical disability August 31, 1934; that while 
in such service he was granted and issued a contract of war-risk term 
insurance in the sum of $10,000.00, which on April 12, 1926, was con¬ 
verted to a policy of ordinary life insurance in the form of govern¬ 
ment life insurance in the full amount of $10,000.00, on which 
premiums were paid through 1936, or beyond the date of the filing of 
the suit herein, and that there is an outstanding lien effective March 
10, 1936, against the said policy in the sum of $360.00, together with 
interest from the effective date; that one of the provisions of said 
policy was that benefits of such insurance would be payable to the 
insured in the event of his permanent and total disability while such 
insurance was in force, in the monthly sum of $57.50 as long as he 
remained so disabled; and that on February 1, 1933, the plaintiff was 
granted and was issued a policy under the provisions of Section 311 
of the World War Veterans’ Act, as amended July 3, 1930, in the 
principal sum of $10,000.00, which was attached as a rider to the 
ordinary life policy of government life insurance and on which pre¬ 
miums were paid through 1936, or beyond the date of the filing of 
the suit herein, and under the terms of such insurance, among other 
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provisions it was provided that benefits would be paid to the insured 
in the event he became totally disabled while such insurance was in 
force, in the monthly sum of $57.50, as long as he remained so dis¬ 
abled, and that the payment of such benefits should run concurrently 
with the benefits payable under the ordinary life policy, and with 
the provision that the payment of such benefits should be effective 
as of the 1st day of the fifth consecutive month of continuous total 

disability. 
49 II 

And the Court further finds that the plaintiff filed a claim for 
insurance benefits under the ordinary life policy of government life 
insurance on March 28, 1934, which claim was denied by the Insur¬ 
ance Claims Council of the Veterans’ Administration on September 
19, 1934, and the plaintiff was notified thereof by letter dated Sep¬ 
tember 22, 1934, and from which decision the plaintiff appealed on 
May 1, 1935, which appeal was denied on May 20, 1935, the plaintiff 
being notified by letter dated June 4, 1935, and on June 6, 1935, the 
plaintiff filed a claim for benefits under the provisions of the insur¬ 
ance policy issued under Section 311 of the Veterans’ Act as amended 
July 3, 1930, because of total disability, and which said claim was 
denied by the Insurance Claims Council of the Veterans’ Adminis¬ 
tration on July 17, 1935, of which the plaintiff was notified by letter 
dated July 24, 1935, and from which the plaintiff appealed, which 
appeal was denied by the Board of Veterans’ Appeals on August 29, 
1935, the plaintiff being notified of such decision by letter of the 
same date. 

III 

And the Court further finds as a fact under, the evidence submit¬ 
ted in the trial of this case, that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene 
Ingalls, became and was permanently and totally disabled, as defined 
under the terms of the said ordinary life policy of government life 
insurance, on or before August 31,1934. 

IV 

The Court further finds that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene 
Ingalls, became and was totally disabled, as defined and provided for 
under the terms of the policy of insurance issued under Section 311 
of the Veterans’ Act as amended July 3,1930, and had been so totally 
disabled on August 31,1934, and for more than four months prior to 

said date. 
50 Conclusions of law 

I 

The Court concludes that the plaintiff is entitled to recover in this 
action and to a judgment against the defendant herein. 
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II 

And the Court further concludes, from the evidence submitted in 
the trial of the case, that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene Ingalls, is 
entitled to recover benefits of insurance under the ordinary life policy 
of government life insurance from and after August 31, 1934, pay¬ 
able in monthly installments of $57.50 per month, less the sum of 
$360.00, together with the interest thereon, as provided by law, rep¬ 
resenting the lien under said policy, effective from February 1, 1933, 
and is entitled to a judgment therefor. 

III | 
And the Court further concludes from the evidence submitted in 

the trial of the case, that the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene Ingalls, is 
entitled to recover benefits of insurance under the policy of insurance 
issued to him under the provisions of Section 311 of the Veterans’ 
Act as amended July 3, 1930, from and after August 31, 1934, pay¬ 
able in monthly installments of $57.50 per month, and is entitled to 
a judgment therefor. 

IV | 
And the Court further finds that Jordan R. Bentley, attorney of 

record for the plaintiff herein, is entitled to a reasonable fee for his 
services herein, and that 10% of the amount herein recovered or to 
be recovered by reason of the judgment to be entered is a reasonable 

fee. 

51 V 
. 

And the Court further concludes that the motion of the defendant 
for a new trial should be overruled and denied. 

This the 15th day of May, 1939. 

F. Dickinson Letts, 

United States District Judge. 

52 Order overruling defendant's motion for new trial. 

Filed May 16, 1939 

The defendant’s motion for a new trial in the above entitled cause 
came on for hearing before the Court on this the 15th day of May, 
1939, having been continued from the 20th day of August, 1938, by 
agreement with the parties, and the Court having heard and con¬ 
sidered the same, has determined that said motion should be denied. 

It is, therefore, ordered and adjudged that the defendant’s motion 
for a new trial be, and the same is, hereby overruled and denied. 

This the 15th day of May, 1939. 

F. Dickinson Letts, 

United States District Judge. 
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53 Amended Judgment 

Filed May 16, 1939 

This cause came on for hearing before the Court on this 24th day 
of June, 1938, the Court sitting without a jury, a jury having been 
■waived by the parties hereto, the same being submitted upon the 
pleadings and facts; and testimony being presented by the plaintiff, 
Raymond Eugene Ingalls, both documentary and of witnesses, which 
shows that he served in the World War and was granted a $10,000 
Contract of War Risk Term insurance on which premiums were paid 
to include May, 1926; that effective June 1, 1926, Term Insurance 
was converted to an Ordinary Life Policy, designated as K-530,670, 
providing, under its terms, for payment of monthly installments of 
Fifty-seven Dollars, Fifty Cents ($57.50) per month in event of 
permanent and total disability, while insurance was in force, said 
converted policy being continued in force at the present time; that 
effective February 1, 1933, total disability insurance was granted 
under Section 311, under terms of which payment of benefits in 
monthly installments of Fifty-seven Dollars, Fifty Cents ($57.50) 
was provided, in event of total disability of insured while the insur¬ 
ance was in force, upon which premiums are paid up to and includ¬ 
ing the present time, and issue being joined upon the question of the 
permanent and total disability of insured on August 31, 1934, and of 
total disability for a period of more than four months prior thereto. 

There is outstanding against this policy a loan with interest to 
54 July 1, 1938, in the sum of Four Hundred and Twelve Dollars, 

Eleven Cents ($412.11), which is to be set off against the 
amount of recovery; and further testimony being presented by 
the defendant, United States of America, both documentary and 
of witnesses, purporting to show that the said Raymond Eugene 
Ingalls was not permanently and totally disabled under the provi¬ 
sions of policy K-530,670, nor totally disabled under Section 311, 
and it appearing that the defendant, United States of America, had 
refused to pay the claim of this plaintiff, thereby giving this Court 
jurisdiction of this action which was timely filed, and it being shown 
that proof of condition of insured was made to defendant on Decem¬ 
ber 13, 1933, and on August 31, 1934, and the Court having granted 
motion for judgment in favor of the plaintiff, Raymond Eugene 
Ingalls, and overruled the motion of defendant for judgment, excep¬ 
tion being granted; and the Court having determined that Jordan 
R. Bentley, and King and King, as attorneys of record for the plain¬ 
tiff, Raymond Eugene Ingalls, are entitled to a reasonable fee for 
their services; 

It is, therefore, ordered and adjudged that plaintiff, Raymond 
Eugene Ingalls, do have and recover of the defendant, United States 
of America, installments of insurance herein sued upon, to be paid at 
the rate of One Hundred and Fifteen Dollars ($115.00) per month, 
beginning on August 31, 1934, to and including May 31, 1938, the 
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monthly anniversary date immediately preceding the date of trial, 
representing the accrued installments under Policy K-530,670, in the 
principal sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), and including such 
accrued installments under the additional total disability, under 
Section 311 liability policy attached as a part of Policy K-530,670, 
together with all premiums paid on such insurance by the plaintiff 
since August 31,1934. 

And it is further ordered and adjudged that the defendant, United 
States of America, deduct Ten Percentum (10%) of the amount 
herein recovered by said plaintiff and to be paid in future install¬ 
ments, because of the entering of this Judgment, and pay the same 

to Jordan R. Bentley, of Washington, D. C., and King and 
55 King, of Washington, D. C., attorneys of record for the plain¬ 

tiff, as their reasonable fee for services rendered in this action, 
said 10% fee to be paid two-thirds to Jordan R. Bentley, and one- 
third to King and King. 

This 15th day of May 1939. 
F. Dickinson Letts, 

Justice, Urated States District Court for the District of Columbia. 
Approved as to form: 

Jordan R. Bentley, 

Attorney for Plaintiff. 
David A. Pine, 

United States Attorney, 
Attorney for Defendant. 

A. C. 
56 Notice of appeal 

Filed May 16,1939 

Notice is hereby given that the defendant, the United States of 
America, by David A. Pine, United States Attorney for the District 
of Columbia, appeals from the Amended Judgment in favor of the 
plaintiff as entered by the United States Court for the District of 
Columbia on the 15 day of May 1939, such appeal being taken to 
the District Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

This the — day of — 1939. 
United States of America, 

By David A. Pine, 

David A. Pine, 
United States Attorney for the District of Columbia. 

A C 

57 Statement of points 

Filed May 16, 1939 

Comes the appellant-defendant, the United States of America, by 
David A. Pine, United States Attorney for the District of Columbia,. I 
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in the above entitled cause and submits the following points on which 
it intends to rely on the appeal herein: 

1. That there is no substantial evidence to support the judgment 
for the plaintiff-appellee. 

2. That the greater weight of the evidence does not support the 
judgment for plaintiff-appellee. 

3. That the greater weight of the evidence requires a judgment for 
the defendant-appellee. 

This the 15 day of May 1939. 
David A. Pine, 

United States or America, 

By David A. Pine, 

A-C 
XJrated States Attorney for the District of Columbia. 

58 Designation of record 

Filed May 16, 1939 

Now comes the Defendant, United States of America, by its attor¬ 
ney, David A. Pine, United States Attorney in and for the District 
of Columbia, and designates the parts of the record which it desires 
to have included in the transcript, said parts being sufficient for the 
determination of the questions raised on appeal, namely: 

(1) First and Second Counts of Plaintiff’s Declaration. 
(2) Plea of Defendant. 
(3) Stipulation waiving jury trial. 
(4) Narrative form of evidence agreed to by both parties. 
(5) Defendant’s motion for a new trial. 
(6) Order overruling defendant’s motion for a new trial. 
(7) Findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
(8) Amended judgment. 
(9) Notice of appeal. 

(10) Statement of points. 
(11) This designation. 
(12) Stipulation as to record. 

Jordan R. Bentley. 

David A. Pine, 

U. S. Att. 

59 Stipulation as to record 

Filed May 16, 1939 

It is hereby stipulated by and between Jordan R. Bentley, attor¬ 
ney for plaintiff (appellee), and Allen Crenshaw, attorney, Depart¬ 
ment of Justice, on behalf of the United States Attorney, in and for 
the District of Columbia, attorney for the defendant (appellant), 
that the attached papers as included in the Designation of Record, 
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constitutes the full, complete record, proceedings, and evidence, which 
either or both of such parties shall need or require, or that may be 
necessary, as they conceive it, to present the above cause of action 
upon the appeal taken by the defendant (appellant). 

And the said Jordan R. Bentley, attorney for the plaintiff (ap¬ 
pellee), does hereby admit and accept service of a copy of the entire 
record on appeal, including copies of notice of appeal, and designa¬ 
tion of record. 

This the 15th day of May 1939. 
Jordan R. Bentley, 

Attorney for Plaintiff (Appellee). 
Allen Crenshaw, 

Attorney, Department of Justice, 
For David A. Pine, 

United States Attorney for the District of Columbia, 
Attorney for Defendant {Appellant). 

The above is hereby approved as the full, complete, and true rec¬ 
ord, proceedings, and evidence in the trial of the above cause. 

This the 15th day of May 1939. 
F. Dickinson Letts, 

Justice. 

60 District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia 

United States of America, 

District of Columbia.ss: 

I, Charles E. Stewart, Clerk of the District Court of the United 
States for the District of Columbia, hereby certify the foregoing 
pages numbered from 1 to 59, both inclusive, to be a true and correct 
transcript of the record, according to directions of counsel herein 
filed, copy of which is made part of this transcript, in cause No. 
87725 at Law, wherein Raymond Eugene Ingalls is Plaintiff and 
United States of America is Defendant, as the same remains upon the 
files and of record in said Court. 

In testimony whereof, I hereunto subscribe my name and affix the 
seal of said Court, at the City of Washington, in said District, this 
21st day of June 1939. 

[seal] C. E. Stewart, Clerk. 

[Endorsement on cover:] United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia. Filed June 22, 1939. Joseph W. Stewart, 
Clerk. 
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United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia 

No. 7451 

United States of America, appellant 

v. 

Raymond Eugene Ingalls, appellee 

ON APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED 
STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

BRIEF FOR APPELLANT 

This is an appeal by the United States from a 
judgment in favor of the appellee, plaintiff below, 
awarding to him instalments of insurance under 
total and permanent disability provisions of a 

veteran’s life-insurance policy. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The case was tried by the court on June 24,1938, 
a jury having been waived (R. 6). The only 

issue involved was whether or not the plaintiff had 
become totally and permanently disabled on or be¬ 
fore August 31, 1934, within the terms of a Gov¬ 
ernment life-insurance policy issued to him (R. 
7). No evidence was offered by the defendant. 

(i) 



2 

At the close of the plaintiff’s evidence both parties 

moved for judgment (R. 32). 

The court granted the plaintiff’s motion and 

overruled the defendant’s motion. The defendant 

duly excepted to these rulings (R. 32). Findings 

of fact and conclusions of law were filed and a judg¬ 

ment for the plaintiff was entered on May 15,1939 

(R. 33-36). A notice of appeal was filed by the 

defendant on May 16,1939 (R. 37). 

QUESTION PRESENTED 

Whether the finding of the District Court that 

the plaintiff became totally and permanently dis¬ 

abled on or before August 31,1934, is supported by 

substantial evidence. 

ERRORS RELIED UPON 

1. There is no substantial evidence to support 

the finding of fact that the plaintiff became totally 

and permanently disabled on or before August 31, 

1934. 

2. It was error to render judgment for the 

plaintiff. 

3. It was error not to render judgment for the 

defendant (R. 37). 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The plaintiff, Raymond E. Ingalls, entered the 

military service of the United States on June 22, 

1911, as a dental surgeon, and in course of time 

attained the rank of Colonel (R. 7). During the 

World War, there was issued to him the usual con- 



tract of war risk term insurance in the sum of 

$10,000. On April 12,1926, the war risk insurance 

was converted into an ordinary life policy of Gov¬ 

ernment life insurance, which contained a provi¬ 

sion for the payment of monthly benefits for total 

and permanent disability (R. 6-7, 33). On Feb¬ 

ruary 1, 1933, a rider was attached to the policy 

providing additional benefits for total disability.1 

Premiums on this policy and the rider were paid 

to and including the year 1936 (R. 7, 34). 

Total disability is defined in the policy as an im¬ 

pairment of mind or body which continuously ren¬ 

ders it impossible for the disabled person to follow 

any substantially gainful occupation (R. 30). On 

August 31,1934, the plaintiff was retired from the 

military service on the ground of physical dis¬ 

ability (R. 6). Shortly thereafter he removed to 

Cambridge, Maryland, where he has resided ever 

since (R. 22). After settling in Cambridge, for 

some time he operated an amateur wireless set sev¬ 

eral hours a day (R. 17). He has been driving an 

automobile, sometimes as much as 250 miles a day 

(R. 27) ; and has been operating a motor boat, oc¬ 

casionally taking friends on fishing trips (R. 20, 

22). 

1 The Act of July 3,1930 (46 Stat. 1002; U. S. Code, Title 
38, Sec. 512 (b)), which amended Sec. 311 of the World War 
Veterans’ Act, authorized the inclusion in veterans’ insur¬ 
ance policies of a provision for the payment of benefits for 
total disability, in addition to the provision for total and 
permanent disability. 
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On March 28, 1934, and on June 6, 1935, the 

plaintiff filed with the Veterans’ Administration 

claims for total disability benefits under his insur¬ 

ance policy and the rider, respectively. The claims 

were duly denied (R. 7). 

Thereupon, on June 27, 1936, the plaintiff 

brought this action to recover such total disability 

benefits (R. 1). The disability claimed by him is 

defective eyesight, migraine, vertigo, and neuras¬ 

thenia. The position of the Government is that his 

disability was not total and did not preclude him 

from carrying on some gainful occupation, even if 

he could no longer practice his profession. 

STATEMENT OF POINTS OF LAW AND FACT 

I. If this case is subject to the new Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure, this Court has power to 

reverse the finding of fact on the question of dis¬ 

ability on the ground that it is contrary to the evi¬ 

dence and is clearly erroneous. If this ease is 

subject to the law existing previously to the adop¬ 

tion of the new Rules, this Court has authority to 

reverse the finding as a matter of law, on the 

ground that it is not supported by substantial evi¬ 

dence. In either event, the finding should be 

reversed. 

Anglo-Califomia National Bank v. hazard 
(C. C. A. 9th), — F. (2d) —, 44 D. J. Bull. 
26; 

Ay cock v. Bradbury (C. C. A. 10th), 77 F. 
(2d) 14; 
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Gunning v. Cooley, 281 U. S. 90; 
Mermis v. Waldo (C. C. A. 10th), 91 F. 

(2d) 391; 
Schwartzman v. Lloyd (App. D. C.), 65 

App. D. C. 216,82 F. (2d) 822; 
Speirs v. District of Columbia (App. 

D. C.), 66 App. D. C. 194, 85 F. (2d) 693; 
Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Nestor 

(C. C. A. 9th), — F. (2d) —, 46 D. J. Bull. 
35; 

U. S. Code, Title 28, Sec. 773; 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 

52 (a); 
3 Moore’s Federal Practice 3118. 

II. In veterans’ insurance litigation, the courts 

have strictly applied the rule that total or perma¬ 

nent disability must be established by substantial 

evidence, and that a mere scintilla of evidence is 

not sufficient. 

Murray Co. v. Harrill (C. C. A. 10th), 51 
F. (2d) 883; 

Saunders v. United States (C. C. A. 4th), 
93 F. (2d) 825; 

Stephenson v. United States (C. C. A. 
8th), 78 F. (2d) 355; 

United States v. Anderson (C. C. A. 4th), 
76 F. (2d) 337; 

United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 103 
F. (2d) 161; 

United States v. Fields (C. C. A. 8th), 
102 F. (2d) 535; 

United States v. Hill (C. C. A. 9th), 61 F. 
(2d) 651; 

184120—TO-2 
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United States v. Kerr (C. C. A. 9th), 61 
F. (2d) 800; 

United States v. La Favor (C. C. A. 9th), 
96 F. (2d) 425; 

United States v. Owen (C. C. A. 5th), 71 
F. (2d) 360; 

United States v. Pfaff (C. C. A. 4th), 93 
F. (2d) 823; 

United States v. Thomas (C. C. A. 10th), 
64 F. (2d) 245. 

III. Total disability is inability to follow any 

substantially gainful occupation. Such disability 

is permanent if it reasonably appears of the perti¬ 

nent date that it will continue for the life of the 

assured. 

United States v. Hairston (C. C. A. 8th), 
55 F. (2d) 825; 

United States v. Ivey (C. C. A. 10th), 64 
F. (2d) 653; 

United States v. McGrory (C. C. A. 1st), 
63 F. (2d) 697; 

United States y. McPhee (C. C. A. 9th), 
31 F. (2d) 243; 

White v. United States (C. C. A. 5th), 
53 F. (2d) 565. 

A. Mere inability to follow one’s customary oc¬ 

cupation does not constitute total disability. 

Miller v. United States, 294 U. S. 435; 
Corrigan v. United States (C. C. A. 9th), 

82 F. (2d) 106; 
Dolhlestis y. United States (C. C. A. 7th), 

101 F. (2d) 900; 
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Hughes v. United States (C. C. A. 10th), 
83 F. (2d) 76; 

United States v. Derrick (C. C. A. 10th), 
70 F. (2d) 162; 

United States v. Donahue (C. C. A. 8th), 
66 F. (2d) 838; 

United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 103 
F. (2d) 161; 

United States v. Hooper (C. C. A. 5th), 
73 F. (2d) 665; 

United States v. Jones (C. C. A. 5th), 73 
F. (2d) 376; 

United States v. La Favor (C. C. A. 9th), 
96 F. (2d) 425; 

United States v. Luckinbill (C. C. A. 
10th), 65 F. (2d) 1000; 

United States v. Pullig (C. C. A. 8th), 
63 F. (2d) 379; 

United States v. Thomas (C. C. A. 4th), 
53 F. (2d) 192. 

B. Mere totality is not sufficient as concerns the 

claim on the original policy. The disability must 

also be permanent. 

Eggen v. United States (C. C. A. 8th), 58 
F. (2d) 616; 

Falbo v. United States (C. C. A. 9th), 64 
F. (2d) 948; 

Stephenson v. United States (C. C. A. 
8th), 78 F. (2d) 355; 

United States v. Anderson (C. C. A. 4th), 
76 F. (2d) 337; 

United States v. Clapp (C. C. A. 2nd), 63 
F. (2d) 793; 
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United States v. Cobb (C. 0. A. 5th), 77 
F. (2d) 138; 

United States v. Diehl (C. C. A. 4th), 62 
F. (2d) 343; 

United States v. Elmore (C. C. A. 5th), 
68 F. (2d) 551; 

United States v. Sumner (C. C. A. 6th), 
69 F. (2d) 770. 

IV. The finding that the plaintiff was totally and 

permanently disabled as of August 31, 1934, is not 

supported by substantial evidence. 

Dolblestis v. United States (C. C. A. 7th), 
101 F. (2d) 900; 

Hughes v. United States (C. C. A. 10th), 
83 F. (2d) 76; 

Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Foster 
(C. C. A. 5th), 67 F. (2d) 264; 

Miller v. United States (C. C. A. 5th), 
71 F. (2d) 361; 294 U. S. 435; 

United Slates v. Derrick (C. C. A. 10th), 
70 F. (2d) 162; 

United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 103 
F. (2d) 161; 

United States v. Hooper (C. C. A. 5th), 
73 F. (2d) 665; 

United States v. Pfaff (C. C. A. 4th), 
93 F. (2d) 823; 

United States v. Thomas (C. C. A. 4th), 
53 F. (2d) 192. 

Record References: Pages 17, 18, 19, 24, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 34. 
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ARGUMENT 

I 

If this case is subject to the new Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, this Court has power to reverse the finding 
of fact on the question of disability, on the ground that 
it is contrary to the evidence and is clearly erroneous. 
If this case is subject to the law existing previously to 
the adoption of the new rules, this Court has authority 
to reverse the finding as a matter of law, on the 
ground that it is not supported by substantial evidence. 
In either event the finding should be reversed 

This case was tried on June 24,1938—before the 

effective date of the new Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure. The findings were filed on May 15, 

1939, and the judgment entered on the following 

day—both after the new Rules became effective. 

Rule 86 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

provides that they shall govern all further proceed¬ 

ings in actions pending on their effective date, ex¬ 

cept to the extent that in the opinion of the court 

their application in a particular action pending 

when the Rules take effect would not be feasible or 

would work injustice, in which event the former 

procedure applies. Manifestly, the situation pre¬ 

sented in this case is not within the exception. 

In Anglo-California National Bank of San 

Francisco v. hazard, decided by the Circuit Court 

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit on September 7, 

1939,2 the court held that the law regulating the 

2 This case has not as yet been reported, but may be found 
in 44 D. of J. Bull, on Dec. on F. R. C. P. p. 26. 
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scope of review of findings which existed prior to 

the effective date of the new Rules, should govern 

in an action which was tried and in which the judg¬ 

ment was entered prior to such time. Even on that 

point, however, one of the judges dissented, holding 

that the new Rules should govern. 

On the other hand, the same court in Western 

Union Telegraph Co. v. Nestor, decided on Sep¬ 

tember 15, 1939,3 held in an action which was 

brought prior to the effective date of the new Rules 

but decided after that date, that the scope of review 

of findings of fact should be governed by the new 

Rules, rather than the law previously existing. 

Under the new Rules this court has the same 

power to review the findings as it formerly had in 

equity suits (Rule 52 (a) ; 3 Moore’s Federal Prac¬ 

tice 3118). 

On the other hand, even under the doctrine in 

vogue prior to the new Rules, a finding of fact in 

an action at law in which a jury was waived, had 

to be supported by substantial evidence, and a find¬ 

ing not so supported was subject to being reversed 

and set aside on appeal as a matter of law. A mere 

scintilla of evidence was not sufficient, but, as just 

stated, substantial evidence was necessary, Kermis 

v. Waldo (C. C. A. 10th), 91 F. (2d) 391, 392-393; 

Aycock v. Bradbury (C. C. A. 10th), 77 F. (2d) 14. 

In the last cited case the court stated that “whether 

3 This case has not as yet been reported, but may be found 
in 46 D. of J. Bull, on Dec. on F. R. C. P. p. 35. 
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there is substantial evidence to support a finding 

is a question of law which may be reviewed.’’ 

U. S. Code, Title 28, Section 773, provides that 

in an action in which a jury is waived the finding 

of the court “ shall have the same effect as the ver¬ 

dict of a jury.” 

The scope of appellate review in such a case is 

the same as that applicable to cases tried by a jury. 

It is well settled that the verdict of a jury must 

be supported by substantial evidence and that a 

mere scintilla of evidence is not sufficient. Gun¬ 

ning v. Cooley, 281 U. S. 90, 94; Schwartzman v. 

Lloyd (U. S. C. A., D. C.), 65 App. D. C. 216, 82 

F. (2d) 822, 824; Speirs v. District of Columbia 

(U. S. C. A., D. C.), 66 App. D. C. 194, 85 F. (2d) 

693. 

It is respectfully submitted that the finding of 

fact on the question of disability is not supported 

by substantial evidence and should be reversed and 

set aside as a matter of law. 

II 

In veterans’ insurance litigation the courts have strictly 
applied the rule that total or permanent disability 
must be established by substantial evidence, and that 
a mere scintilla of evidence is not sufficient 

The plaintiff seeks to recover benefits under two 

contracts of Government life insurance payable in 

one instance in the event that he became totally and 

permanently disabled, and in the other, in the event 

that he became totally disabled. It is well settled 
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that in order to recover on such contracts, the 

totality and the permanency of disability must be 

established by substantial evidence. United States 

v. Thomas (C. C. A. 10th), 64 F. (2d) 245, 246. 

In United States v. Derrick (C. C. A. 10th), 70 

F. (2d) 162,163, it was stated: 

The burden was upon the assured to estab¬ 
lish by substantial evidence that he became 
permanently and totally disabled while the 
policy was in force. * * * 

In United States v. Kerr (C. C. A. 9th), 61 F. 

(2d) 800, 803, the court observed: 

Totality and permanency are essential ele¬ 
ments and must be established by substantial 
evidence and cannot be found by specula¬ 
tion, surmise, or conjecture. * * * 

Likewise in United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 

103 F. (2d) 161, 163, the court remarked: 

The verdict of the jury, however, must be 
shown to rest on substantial evidence and not 
on mere speculation or conjecture. * * * 
“Substantial evidence is more than a mere 
scintilla. It means such relevant evidence 
as a reasonable mind might accept as ade¬ 
quate to support a conclusion.” * * * 

This principle was applied in United States v. 

Anderson (C. C. A. 4th), 76 F. (2d) 337, 338; 

United States v. Pfaff (C. C. A. 4th), 93 F. (2d) 

823; Saunders v. United States (C. C. A. 4th), 93 

F. (2d) 825; United States v. Owen (C. C. A. 5th), 

71 F. (2d) 360; United States v. Hill (C. C. A. 
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9th), 61 F. (2d) 651; and Murray Co. v. Harrill 

(0. 0. A. 10th), 51 F. (2d) 883. 

In United States v. Field (0. C. A. 8th), 102 F. 

(2d) 535, the assured was suffering from myocar¬ 

ditis and the loss of one leg. A physician testified 

that the assured was permanently and totally dis¬ 

abled. The District Court submitted the case to 

the jury which returned a verdict for the plaintiff. 

The judgment was reversed on the ground that 

there was no substantial evidence to support the 

verdict and that in the absence of substantial evi¬ 

dence, the plaintiff had no right to go to the jury. 

Similarly, in Stephenson v. United States (C. C. 

A. 8th), 78 F. (2d) 355, the assured was suffering 

from a sinus ailment with accompanying head¬ 

aches, nervousness, and hernia. The plaintiff’s 

medical expert testified that in his opinion the 

plaintiff’s condition would continue permanently. 

It was held that, standing alone, this testimony was 

not substantial evidence sufficient to support the 

conclusion of permanent disability. 

In United States v. La Favor (C. C. A. 9th), 

96 F. (2d) 425, the assured claimed permanent and 

total disability as a result of arthritis and heart 

trouble. A physician testified that in his opinion 

the heart trouble related back to the time when the 

policy was in force. The court stated: 

* * * the testimony of Dr. Steel, in so 
far as it relates the heart condition back to 
1919, is not substantial evidence even if it 

184120—39-3 
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could be characterized as a scintilla of evi¬ 
dence of such condition in 1919. 

Ill 

Total disability is inability to follow any substantially 
gainful occupation. Such disability is permanent if it 
reasonably appears as of the pertinent date, that it will 
continue for the life of the assured 

One of the conditions upon which maturity of 

the policy is predicated is the permanent and total 

disability of the assured. The rider for additional 

benefits matures in the event of his total disability. 

Paragraph 9 of the policy defines total and per¬ 

manent disability as follows: 

Total permanent disability as referred to 
herein is any impairment of mind or body 
which continuously renders it impossible for 
the disabled person to follow any substan¬ 
tially gainful occupation and which is 
founded upon conditions which render it rea¬ 
sonably certain that it will continue through¬ 
out the life of the person suffering from 
it * * * 

The definition of total disability in the rider is 

practically identical and reads as follows (R. 31) : 

Total disability as referred to herein is 
any impairment of mind or body which con¬ 
tinuously renders it impossible for the dis¬ 
abled person to follow any substantially 
gainful occupation. * * * 

In United States v. McGrory (C. C. A. 1st), 63 

F. (2d) 697, 698, the court, in defining permanent 
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and total disability within the meaning of veterans’ 

insurance, stated: 

It must, first, be such a disability, while a 
war-risk policy is in force, as is reasonably 
certain to continue through life, and, sec¬ 
ondly, will prevent any continuous employ¬ 
ment in any gainful occupation. * * * 

In White v. United States (C. C. A. 5th), 53 F. 

(2d) 565,567, the following definition is found: 

* * * the insured became totally and 
permanently disabled, which means, not in¬ 
capacity to do any work at all, but such 
impairment of capacity as renders it impos¬ 
sible for the disabled person to follow con¬ 
tinuously any substantially gainful occupa¬ 
tion. * * * 

Substantially similar definitions are found in 

United States v. Hairston (C. C. A. 8th), 55 F. 

(2d) 825; United States v. McPhee (C. C. A. 9th), 

31 F. (2d) 243, 245; and United States v. Ivey 

(C. C. A. 10th), 64 F. (2d) 653, 654. 

A. Mere inability to follow one’s customary occupation does not 
constitute total disability 

Total disability within the meaning of a policy of 

Government life insurance has been defined as 

“any impairment of mind or body which renders 

it impossible for the disabled person to follow con¬ 

tinuously any substantially gainful occupation.” 

United States v. Pullig (C. C. A. 8th), 63 F. (2d) 

379,382. It is well settled that a person who is able 

to carry on some substantially gainful occupation 
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regardless of the character of his usual vocation is 

not totally disabled within the meaning of the pol¬ 

icy. This principle was clearly enunciated by the 

Supreme Court in Miller v. United States, 294 U. S. 

435. In that case, the plaintiff, who had been a 

surveyor, lost a hand and an eye as a result of an 

injury. The Supreme Court in denying recovery 

said (p. 441): 

The mere fact that he was unable to follow 
the occupation of a surveyor or to do work 
of the kind he had been accustomed to per¬ 
form before his injury does not establish the 
permanent and total character of his dis¬ 
ability. * * * 

This principle has been applied in numerous 
cases: 

Dolblestis v. United States (C. C. A. 7th), 
101 F. (2d) 900; 

Corrigan v. United States (C. C. A. 9th), 
82 F. (2d) 106, 108; 

United States v. Jones (C. C. A. 5th), 
73 F. (2d) 376; 

United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 103 
F. (2d) 161, 163; 

United States v. Luckinbill (C. C. A. 
10th), 65 F. (2d) 1000; 

United States v. Donahue (C. C. A. 8th), 
66 F. (2d) 838; 

United States v. Derrick (C. C. A. 10th), 
70 F. (2d) 162; 

United States v. La Favor (C. C. A. 9th), 
96 F. (2d) 425; 

Hughes v. United States (C. C. A. 10th), 
83 F. (2d) 76; 
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United States v. Hooper (C. C. A. 5th), 
73 F. (2d) 665; 

United States v. Thomas (C. C. A. 4th), 
53 F. (2d) 192. 

B. Mere totality is not sufficient as concerns the claim on the 
original policy. The disability must also be permanent 

As concerns the claim on the original policy, in 

addition to establishing the totality of his dis¬ 

ability, the burden is the plaintiff’s to establish that 

the disability on the effective date was reasonably 

certain to continue throughout his life. It is not 

enough that the plaintiff prove temporary total dis¬ 

ability. It is incumbent on him to prove its per¬ 

manency. As the court observed in United States 

v. Anderson (C. C. A. 4th), 76 F. (2d) 337, 44evi¬ 

dence of the permanency of his disabilities is 

essential.” 

In Stephenson v. United States (C. C. A. 8th), 

78 F. (2d) 355, 357 the court remarked: 

Unless the evidence substantially reveals a 
condition of a totally disabling character be¬ 
fore the lapse of the policy which it is rea¬ 
sonably certain will continue throughout 
life, the plaintiff has failed to bring himself 
within the terms and conditions of the 
policy. * * * 

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Cir¬ 
cuit, in United States v. Clapp, 63 F. (2d) 793, 
795, made the following observations: 

It is not enough that * * * insured be¬ 
came permanently disabled. 
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The insured can recover only by showing 
that at the lapse he was suffering from some 
ailment of which it is possible to say with 
reasonable certainty that it was incurable 
at that time ***.*** the prog¬ 
nosis, once that is discovered, is to be made 
as of the lapse and without regard to what 
in fact followed. 

In United Stales v. Diehl (C. C. A. 4th), 62 F. 

(2d) 343, 345, the court said: 

* * * and total disability based upon 
conditions which at the time of lapse do not 
render it reasonably certain that such total 
disability will continue through life is not 
deemed permanent, even though a subse¬ 
quent change of conditions may render such 
disability permanent in character. * * * 

Similar statements are contained in United 

States v. Sumner (C. C. A. 6th), 69 F. (2d) 770; 

United States v. CoU (C. C. A. 5th), 77 F. (2d) 

138; and United States v. Elmore (C. C. A. 5th), 

68 F. (2d) 551. 

Thus, for example, in Eg gen v. United States 

(C. C. A. 8th), 58 F. (2d) 616, the plaintiff proved 

that in 1919, while his policy was in force, he was 

totally disabled as a result of incipient tuberculosis. 

There was proof, however, that tuberculosis in its 

incipient stage was sometimes curable. The court, 

in denying recovery, said (pp. 618, 619): 

Total disability is any impairment of mind 
or body which renders it impossible for the 
insured to engage continuously in any sub- 
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stantially gainful occupation, and total dis¬ 
ability is permanent if it is founded upon 
conditions which make it reasonably certain 
that it will continue throughout life. A 
total disability which has become permanent 
before the lapse of a policy does not mature 
it, * * *. 

When an insured has a total disability 
which, during the life of the policy, is not 
founded on conditions which make it rea¬ 
sonably certain that it will continue through¬ 
out life, he may not lapse his policy and 
then, if the disease later reaches a point 
where the conditions are such as to make 
it reasonably certain that he will not recover, 
treat the policy as having matured as of the 
date of the lapse. * * * 

Likewise, in Falbo v. United States (C. C. A. 

9th), 64 F. (2d) 948, affirmed, without opinion, 291 

U. S. 646, the plaintiff was suffering from incipient 

tuberculosis. He established that on the pertinent 

date his disability was total. One of the plaintiff’s 

witnesses, a doctor, testified that the plaintiff might 

have been cured if he had not continued his work. 

The court held that such evidence did not justify a 

finding that the total disability was reasonably 

certain to be permanent. 

Thus it appears that in order to recover in the 

case at bar the plaintiff must establish, first, that 

he is unable to follow any substantially gainful 

occupation. In order to recover on the first con¬ 

tract, he must also demonstrate that his present 
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disabilities, if totally disabling, appeared reason¬ 

ably certain to continue throughout the remainder 

of his life. It is submitted, as will appear from 

the following discussion of the evidence, that the 

plaintiff has failed to produce any substantial 

evidence to sustain such findings. 

IV 

The finding that the plaintiff was totally and perma¬ 
nently disabled as of August 31, 1934, is not supported 
by substantial evidence 

In its Finding of Fact III (R. 34), the court 

found that the plaintiff became and was perma¬ 

nently and totally disabled, as defined under the 

terms of the ordinary life policy of Government 

insurance, on or before August 31, 1934. On the 

basis of this finding the court reached the conclu¬ 

sion of law that the plaintiff was entitled to recover 

insurance benefits. It is submitted that this find¬ 

ing of fact was not supported by substantial 

evidence. 

The plaintiff was a colonel in the Army Dental 

Corps. August 31, 1934—-the date referred to in 

the finding—was the date on which he was retired 

from the Army for physical disability. This action 

of the military authorities would lead to an infer¬ 

ence that as of August 31,1934, the plaintiff was no 

longer able to perform his duties as a colonel in 

the Dental Corps of the Army. It obviously car¬ 

ries no implication that he was unable to carry on 
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with reasonable continuity some other gainful 

occupation. 

The Government life insurance policy which 

forms the basis of this action contains a provision 

for the payment of benefits for permanent and total 

disability on account of which recovery is sought. 

The policy defines total permanent disability as 

“any impairment of mind or body which continu¬ 

ously renders it impossible for the disabled person 

to follow any substantially gainful occupation, and 

which is founded upon conditions which render it 

reasonably certain that it will continue throughout 

the life of the person suffering from it.” (R. 30, 

31.) The authorities are at unison on the proposi¬ 

tion that inability to carry on the occupation to 

which the insured had been accustomed is not such 

disability as matures the policy and entitles the 

insured to benefit payments under the disability 

clause. It must appear, in order to warrant a re¬ 

covery, that the insured is disabled from carrying 

on any gainful occupation whatsoever. If he can 

pursue any line of endeavor, even though such line 

of endeavor be of a much lower order or grade than 

his prior work, he is not regarded as totally dis¬ 

abled. (See cases cited, pp. 12-13, supra, and pp. 

27-31, infra.) 

The evidence must be considered in the light of 

the foregoing basic principles. 

The medical testimony adduced in behalf of the 

plaintiff was to the effect that as of the pertinent 
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date the plaintiff was suffering from the following 

disabilities (testimony of Dr. F. A. Miller, R. 17 

et seq.): 

1. Defective vision *—It was admitted that the 

defects in vision were corrected by glasses, at least 

for distant vision (R. 17, 27, 29). Consequently, 

for the purposes of this case, the question of eye¬ 

sight may be disregarded. 

2. Migraine.—Dr. Miller explained that migraine 

was a condition of “paroxysmal” headache, which 

means coming on without cause and without rela¬ 

tion to time or events (R. 17). The plaintiff con¬ 

ceded that the attacks of migraine were neither 

detrimental nor dangerous in his driving an auto¬ 

mobile and did not prevent him from doing so (R. 

27) nor apparently from running a motorboat. 

Consequently, migraine, insofar as the plaintiff is 

concerned, can hardly be considered a form of total 

disability. 

3. Vertigo.—The plaintiff admitted on cross- 

examination that he has had only two attacks of 

vertigo (R. 27). Consequently, this item may also 

be ignored. 

4 The medical diagnosis of defective vision was “hyperopic 
astigmatism, presbyopia, and ocular muscular imbalance7’ 
(R. 17). The doctor explained, however, that the astigma¬ 
tism was caused purely by a refractory error which can be 
corrected by glasses; that presbyopia is a condition that 
affects all persons over 40 years of age, and merely requires 
the use of glasses; and that muscular imbalance affects the 
eye muscles and likewise requires the use of glasses (R. 18). 
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4. Neurasthenia.—Dr. Miller, who was the plain¬ 

tiff’s witness, was interrogated on cross-examina¬ 

tion as to the meaning of the term ‘‘neurasthenia.” 

He replied that “the term neurasthenia was used 

when a patient came to a doctor and said he was 

feeling badly and everything else had been ruled 

out.” The doctor added that “it was just a general 

run-down condition” (R. 19). It should be ob¬ 

served that Dr. Miller was the only medical witness 

in the case and was adduced by the plaintiff. 

From the foregoing medical testimony, the con¬ 

clusion seems inescapable that a prima facie case of 

total disability was not made out. More than that, 

however, Dr. Miller, who, it will be remembered, 

was plaintiff’s witness, stated that he was unable 

to answer the question whether or not work of any 

gainful character in September 1934 would have 

caused a serious impairment of health (R. 17). 

Not only was proof entirely lacking as to the fact 

that disability was total, but there was also a com¬ 

plete failure to show that such disability, whether 

it was total or partial, was permanent.5 

Dr. Miller was interrogated on redirect examina¬ 

tion by plaintiff’s counsel as to whether the plain¬ 

tiff’s condition was permanent as of the date that 

he examined him. The witness replied that he 

could not state definitely that the condition found 

5 The question of permanent nature of the disability is 
vital in respect to the claim on the original contract, even if 
not germane to the rider. 
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at that time was permanent as of that date (R. 

19). An opinion on that question, of course, may 

not be corrected by hindsight at a subsequent time. 

We submit that the foregoing summary of the 

medical testimony ineluctably leads to the conclu¬ 

sion that there was a failure of proof that the disa¬ 

bility was either total or permanent. 

Far beyond that, however, the plaintiff’s own 

testimony affirmatively and conclusively demon¬ 

strated that he was not totally disabled. 

In April 1934, the plaintiff was at Denver, Colo¬ 

rado. He received orders to proceed home to 

await retirement. He drove in his automobile to 

some place in New Hampshire (R. 29). Obvi¬ 

ously, a person who can drive an automobile from 

Colorado to New Hampshire can hardly be classi¬ 

fied as totally disabled. 

After his retirement the plaintiff and his wife 

settled at Cambridge, Maryland, on the Eastern 

Shore. For some time he operated an amateur 

radio transmitting station and joined the Army 

amateur network. He operated a motorboat, out 

of which he apparently derived a considerable 

amount of pleasure, and used it on frequent occa¬ 

sions to take friends on fishing parties. He regu¬ 

larly drove an automobile, sometimes as much as 

250 miles a day. The testimony offered by him as 

to these activities is eloquent. 

Thus, the plaintiff’s witness, Mary E. Harring¬ 

ton, testified that she had observed him driving a 

car and had taken many trips with him and Mrs. 
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Ingalls, mostly to Salisbury, a trip of about an 

hour and a half. She had also driven in the car 

with him around town. 

She observed that “He seems to be a competent 

driver, and I have no fear of riding with him” (R. 

24). She likewise testified that she had been on 

the plaintiff’s motorboat “a lot of times,” and that 

the plaintiff drives the boat on occasion and does 

some fishing on occasion (R. 24s). 

The plaintiff’s own description of his activities 

is illuminating and clearly indicates that he was not 

totally disabled. He testified that for some time 

after settling in Cambridge, Maryland, he operated 

an amateur radio transmitting station (R. 26-27). 

In reference to driving an automobile, he stated: 

“We are getting into distant vision again, and 

while with my glasses for correction, I believe my 

distant vision is fair, at least * * * I can drive 

a ear. * * * I have motored about 250 miles a 

day, but even then we stopped at various times. 

* * * I have a driver’s permit for Maryland, 

which I applied for. * * * I took a license out 

when I came here and have renewed it every year. 

* * * I did not consider that my disability 

affected my driving. Something was asked about 

vision, but I consider my distant vision good 

enough to drive a car. * * * I do not consider 

the attacks of migraine will be detrimental or dan¬ 

gerous in driving a car, especially insofar as every¬ 

thing else was concerned, only that I had those 

headaches” (R. 27-28). 
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In reference to vertigo, plaintiff stated: “I have 

never had an attack when driving a ear” (R. 28). 

He admitted that he operated a motorboat, but ob¬ 

served that “There is no physical or mental effort 

required in running the boat. * * * It is very 

restful and relaxing” (R. 28). 

He admitted that he had not attempted any gain¬ 

ful employment since he took up his residence in 

Cambridge, Maryland, but added, “I have done a 

few chores about the house, such as shovel coal in 

the furnace once in a while” (R. 28). 

On cross-examination the plaintiff was interro¬ 

gated concerning his application for an automobile 

driver’s permit. Concerning this matter, he testi¬ 

fied as follows (R. 29) : 

As to the question asked in the application 
for the permit, as to whether I ever had 
attacks of vertigo, that was answered “no,” 
because I do not have those attacks when I 
am driving the car. * * * The question 
about perfect vision in my right eye and left 
eye, which is answered “yes,” I have, so far 
as driving a car is concerned, * * *. In 
answering the question about defect in the 
eye vision, it has never interfered with my 
reasonable operation of the car. * * * 
I have driven to Baltimore, and one trip to 
Philadelphia. * * * Since I have lived 
in Cambridge I have not taken any trip more 
than a hundred and fifty miles in one day 
(R. 29). 
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On his own testimony, the plaintiff could operate 

a motorboat and take out fishing parties. He also 
admitted that he could drive an automobile regu¬ 

larly, and, therefore, there was no reason why he 

could not operate a taxicab or a hack. It would 

seem superfluous to add that the mere fact that 

these occupations may perhaps seem to be beneath 

his dignity, in the light of his social status, is im¬ 

material in so far as it concerns his right to recover 

benefits on the basis of alleged total disability. 

For example, in Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. 

v. Foster (C. C. A. 5th), 67 F. (2d) 264, it was held 

that a railroad brakeman, whose right arm was am¬ 

putated at the shoulder because of an injury sus¬ 

tained in an accident, and who, because of the loss 

of his arm and nervousness was no longer able to 

carry on his occupation, was not to be regarded as 

totally disabled, since he could hold a job as a cross¬ 

ing watchman, crew caller or train caller, although 

each of these employments was of a lower order 

than that in which he had previously engaged. 

United States v. Fain (C. C. A. 8th), 103 F. (2d) 

161, is on all fours with the case at bar. In that 

case, as here, the insured was a dentist who because 

of neurasthenia had become disabled from engag¬ 

ing in his profession. The court reversed a judg¬ 

ment for the plaintiff. Its opinion contains the fol¬ 

lowing observations (p. 163): 

The fact that his nerves will not stand the 
strain incident to the mental concentration 
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required of a dentist or teacher in no wise 
proves he is unable to perform tasks of a 
physical nature not requiring close mental 
application. * * * 

In Miller v. United States (C. C. A. 5th), 71 F. 

(2d) 361, affirmed, 294 U. S. 435, the insured had 

been a surveyor. Owing to the loss of his right 

arm and defective vision in one eye, he became in¬ 

capacitated from pursuing his profession. The 

Supreme Court held that he could not be deemed 

totally disabled within the meaning of a Govern¬ 

ment insurance contract. The Court observed (p. 

441): 

The mere fact that he was unable to follow 
the occupation of surveyor or to do work of 
the kind he had been accustomed to perform 
before his injury does not establish the 
permanent and total character of his dis¬ 
ability. * * * 

The court called attention to the fact that the 

insured had made no effort to engage in other work 

which ordinarily a one-armed man with one 

defective eye could do. 

It should be noted that in the Miller case the 

plaintiff introduced medical expert evidence to the 

effect that he was totally disabled, but both the 

Supreme Court and the Circuit Court of Appeals 

held that such testimony was not sufficient to estab¬ 

lish total disability. 

In United States v. Derrick (C. C. A. 10th), 70 

F. (2d) 162, the insured had been a farmer who, 
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because of a heart ailment, became disabled from 

engaging in such forms of manual labor as were 

incident to his occupation. The court reversed a 

judgment for the plaintiff, holding that there was 

no substantial evidence to support the finding of 

total and permanent disability. Judge Bratton in 

his opinion made the following pertinent comments 

(p. 163): 

His inability to pursue his pre-war occupa¬ 
tion or to do heavy or strenuous manual 
labor is not the test. It was not enough to 
show that he could not follow the occupation 
in which he engaged prior to his service in 
the Army. It was necessary that he prove 
with reasonable certainty—that is, by sub¬ 
stantial evidence—his inability to follow 
continuously any substantially gainful occu¬ 
pation. * * * Although one may be un¬ 
able to follow his pre-war occupation, still 
if he can perform continuously lighter or 
less strenuous work, substantially gainful in 
character, he cannot recover in a case of this 
kind. * * * 

In United States v. Thomas (C. C. A. 4th), 53 

F. (2d) 192, the court, in an opinion by Judge 

Soper, held that a cotton mill worker who, as a re¬ 

sult of bullet wounds received in battle, had lost 

the fingers of one hand; had sustained a partial 

atrophy of his right arm; had lost a part of his jaw; 

and in addition was suffering from extreme ner¬ 

vousness, and, therefore, was unable to return to 

work in a cotton mill, was not to be deemed totally 
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disabled within the meaning of a Government life 

insurance contract. Judge Soper remarked in the 

course of his opinion that, “The question is not 

whether an insured worked, but whether he was 

able to work” (p. 194). 

In Hughes v. United States (C. C. A. 10th), 83 

F. (2d) 76, it appeared that the insured had been 

a farmer. As a result of an attack of spinal men¬ 

ingitis, his back was weak and caused him continu¬ 

ous pain, while a ligament of his right leg was 

impaired. He was no longer capable of carrying 

on the labor on the farm in which he had been 

accustomed to engage. It appeared, however, that 

he was able to drive an automobile and do light 

chores, just as in the case at bar the plaintiff can 

drive an automobile, operate a motorboat, and do 

light chores. The court held that the disability of 

the insured was only partial, even though it was 

permanent, and that a recovery under the disability 

clause of a Government insurance policy was not 

proper. 

In United States v. Hooper (C. C. A. 5th), 73 F. 

(2d) 665, the insured had also been a farmer. His 

feet were injured in battle, as the result of expo¬ 

sure to cold while he lay on the battlefield. An ail¬ 

ment known as “trench feet” developed, stiffening 

his joints and making it impossible for him to 

carry on his customary work on the farm. The 

court called attention to the fact that, as is also 

true in the case at bar, the insured, elected not to 
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make any effort to follow some other substantially 

gainful occupation than that to which he had been 

accustomed. The court reversed a judgment in his 

favor, holding that the facts above summarized did 

not make out a case of total disability. 

In Dolblestis v. United States (C. C. A. 7th), 101 

F. (2d) 900, the insured had been a candy maker. 

Due to arthritis he was unable to continue on his 

feet for long periods of time, and therefore could 

no longer pursue his usual vocation. The court 

held that it did not follow that he was unable to 

follow some other gainful occupation, and that, 

therefore, he had not sustained his claim of total 

disability. 

In United States v. Pfaff (C. C. A. 4th), 93 F. 

(2d) 823, 824, Judge Northcott stated: 

We have repeatedly held that the realm of 
speculation or conjecture cannot be entered 
into in order to justify recovery but that the 
evidence must be definite and certain. * * * 

As shown above, on the plaintiff’s own testimony, 

it cannot be said under anv circumstances that he 
•/ 

was unable to carry on any substantially gainful 

occupation, for he admitted that he could drive an 

automobile daily for at least 150 miles a day, and 

sometimes as much as 250 miles, and that he could 

operate a motorboat for several hours a day. More¬ 

over, it does not appear that such partial disability 

as he had could be deemed permanent as of August 

1934. 
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In view of the foregoing circumstances, it is re¬ 

spectfully urged that the finding of total and per¬ 

manent disability is not sustained by substantial 

evidence and should be reversed. 

CONCLUSION 

The judgment should be reversed and the action 

dismissed on the merits. 

Respectfully submitted. 

David A. Pine, 
United States Attorney for 

the District of Columbia. 
Julius C. Martin, 

Director, Burecm of War Risk Litigation. 

Alexander Holtzoff, 
Special Assistant to the Attorney General. 

Herbert A. Bergson, 
Special Attorney. 
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The requisite disagreement is admitted (R. 7) and suit was 

timelv filed. 

The issuance of the insurance, the payment of the required 

premiums and the fact that said insurance was in force 

beyond the date of filing suit were admitted (R. 7), and 

issue was joined upon the allegations of total and per¬ 

manent disability and total disability respectively (R. 5). 

This issue was tried before the District Court, before Mr. 

Justice Letts without a jury, formal waiver of jury trial 

having been effected by stipulation (R. 6). 

By agreement of counsel, the whole issue submitted to the 

Trial Court was: (a) the total and permanent disability 

of the plaintiff under the Government Life (converted) in¬ 

surance policy, and (b) the total disability of plaintiff, 

under the provisions of the Section 311 rider policy (R. 7). 

At the close of all the evidence, the defendant offering no 

evidence in defense, both parties moved for judgment (R. 

32). The court on May 15, 1939, entered its Findings of 

Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment for the plaintiff (R. 

33-35). The Trial Court found as a fact that plaintiff 

became 

(A) Totally and permanently disabled under his 

policy of Government Life (converted) insurance on 

August 31,1934. 

(B) Totally disabled under his Section 311 rider 

policy more than four months before August 31,1934. 

The judgment provides for recovery of monthly install¬ 

ments under both policies from and after August 31, 1934 

(R. 36, 37). 

The disabilities relied upon as having matured the in¬ 

surance contract were set forth in detail in the medical 

record of the insured as prepared by army physicians over 
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a period of over 17 years (R. 8 to 16 inclusive), this serv¬ 

ice record being introduced by agreement of counsel (R. 7). 

The insured testified in his own behalf (R. 25-30) and 

introduced besides his army medical record (R. 8 to 16 

inclusive) the testimony of four other witnesses, Dr. Fred¬ 

erick A. Miller (R. 16-20), George L. Hicks (R. 20-21), 

Mrs. Mildred H. Ingalls (R. 21-23) and Mary E. Harrington 

(R. 23-24). No evidence was introduced on behalf of the 

defendant. At the close of all of the evidence the District 

Court overruled the defendant’s motion for judgment and 

found for the plaintiff. Findings of Fact and Conclusions 

of Law (R. 33-35) and judgment (R. 36) in favor of plain¬ 

tiff were filed, the attorneys for defendant taking an appeal 

(R. 37) within the time allowed by statute. 

The brief filed by attorneys for the appellant omits any 

reference whatsoever to the army medical record of the in¬ 

sured (R. 8 to 16 inclusive) covering over 17 years’ of 

treatment and examinations prior to his separation from 

military service, after 27 years’ service, and discloses 

merely carefully selected portions of the entire testimony, 

and on the basis thereof contends that there was no sub¬ 

stantial evidence to support the findings of the District 

Court. 

The appellee respectfully submits that upon the whole 

record which this Court will, of course, consider, there is a 

wealth of substantial evidence to support the findings 

made by the District Court. 

Question Presented. 

The sole question before this Court is whether the Find¬ 

ings of Fact of the District Court that the plaintiff became 

totally and permanently disabled on August 31,1934, is sup¬ 

ported bv substantial evidence. 
4b * 
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Summary of Argument. 

I. Reply to appellant’s argument. 

II. When an action at law is tried to the court, its findings 
upon questions of fact are conclusive in courts of review if 
there is any evidence from which such findings could be 
made. 

III. The findings of the lower court that plaintiff became 
permanently and totally disabled on August 31,1934, is sus¬ 
tained by substantial evidence. 

ARGUMENT. 

I. 

Reply to Appellant’s Argument. 

In points I, II, and II of appellant’s argument an attempt 
is made to cite specific cases which are clearly distinguish¬ 
able from the instant case from a factual standpoint, and 
otherwise. In the 15 pages of appellant’s brief (Br. 5 to 
20), which is devoted to these points he utterly ignores 
the question presented here of “substantial evidence” which 
he admits is the only question before the court; and in all of 
these pages not one single reference is made to the plaintiff 
herein or any evidence adduced in the trial of this case. 

In point IV of appellant’s argument he overlooks the real 

basic principle under which the evidence here must be 

considered, to wit, that where two different conclusions 
may honestly and reasonably be drawn from uncontroverted 
evidence, the question as to which inference should be drawn 
is the question for the Trial Court to determine and its find¬ 
ings will not be disturbed upon review. (United States v. 
Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., 91 F. (2d) 372 (C. C. A. 8), and 
Hearst Radio Inc. v. Good, 91 F. (2d) 555, 67 Apps. D. C. 
250.) Also see: Gunning v. Cooley, 291 U. S. 90, 50 S. Ct. 
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231, 74 L. Ed. 720; United States v. Stewart, 58 F. (2d) 520, 

61 Apps. D. C. 115, and cases therein cited. 

On pages 21, 22, and 23, appellant confines his view of all 

the medical testimony in this case to an interpretation of Dr. 
Miller’s diagnoses, and utterly ignores the 9 full pages of 

official government medical records in this case (R. 8 to 16 
inclusive), covering a period of examinations and treat¬ 
ments of plaintiff over a period of 17 years. These official 
government medical records show a series of serious dis¬ 
abilities beginning in 1916 and progressively growing worse 
to such an extent that (R. 11) in 1926 the army doctors 

were of the opinion that permanent damage had been done 
to the insured’s central nervous system, sympathetic 
nervous system and endocrine system, at which time he was 

suffering from (R. 12) psychoneurosis, neurasthenia, severe, 
marked asthenia with poor musculature, pallor, slow, feeble 
pulse with hypotension, small heart, poor ocular muscle 

control, and marked fatigability, restlessness, mental de¬ 
pression, insomnia, repression—anxiety, excitability, and 

loss of sense of proper proportion and importance of things. 
At that time army doctors were of the opinion that the 
insured’s condition would require several years careful and 
thorough physical and mental reeducation away from the 
army and his family with the recommendation that he be 
retired at that time. Although appellant mentions the 
testimony of Dr. Miller, he omits to apprize this Court of 
the following pertinent testimony of Dr. Miller, who testi¬ 

fied: (R. 17.) 

That in September, 1934, he found plaintiff suffering from 
hyperopic astigmatism, presbyopia, ocular muscular im¬ 
balance, migraine, vertigo, and neurasthenia. Other records 
show later examinations May 1, 1935, when the eyes were 
again examined and this report shows vision in right eye 
20/180, left 20/180, esophoria 5 degrees with eye grounds 
normal. On October 9,1935, vision was 20/200 in both eyes, 
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blood pressure of 140/110, heart and chest normal. He 

again checked the eyes on March 13,1936, on November 18, 

1936, and on June 3, 1937, on July 20, 1937, September 

15, 1937, and May 5, 1938. In each instance, there was 

no change in the eye condition. In the course of these ex¬ 

aminations, it was found that he had a slight indirect in¬ 

guinal hernia. The vision of 20/180 was shown on the first 

examination, also in 1934 and 1935, and after that it dropped 

to 20/200. 20/200 is only 1/10 of normal vision. He 

could not work without glasses and using his eyes for any 

length of time would aggravate the condition of migraine and 

bring on attacks of vertigo. If he should undertake to 

work, it was the opinion of the doctor that he would have 

regular, repeated attacks of migraine. Migraine is a con¬ 

dition of paroxismal headache, which means coming on 

without cause and without relation to time or events. The 

treatment advised for Colonel Ingalls was complete rest. 

Any active employment would affect both his physical and 

mental condition by bringing on attacks of migraine and 

making them more often, and the migraine affect the neuras¬ 

thenia by making it more debilitating. Since he was first 

examined in September, 1934, he had advised that he do no 

work whatsoever. It would not be advisable for him to 

confine himself to his home or to his room, as that would 

aggravate his neurasthenia, and that penning him up in 

his home, he would go down hill immediately more than 

he was at that time. That on May 1, 1935 (R. 18) work 

of any gainful character would have caused a serious im¬ 

pairment of health (R. 17-18), and continuous work since 

that time would have aggravated the condition more 

seriously and would provide a very, very bad prognosis, 

which at the time was none too good. In the condition he 

was in, the witness did not know of any work he could en¬ 

gage in and there was no work which he advised him to 

engage in. (Italics supplied.) 
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Dr. Miller testified with reference to plaintiff’s eye condi¬ 

tion affecting plaintiff’s ability to drive an automobile or 

read a book (R. 19) or something requiring close eye work, 

that while a normal person could do this, that the plaintiff 

cannot since Dr. Miller was of the opinion that the whole 

underlying condition is not so much his eyes as it is the 

migraine in his attacks of vertigo, and that the eye condi¬ 

tion is a contributing factor in migraine. Dr. Miller further 

testified (R. 19): “As for the relation between the ex¬ 

cessive use of his eyes, studying, reading and operating an 

amateur radio set, he can’t do that any more. He had to 

give it up. * * * The witness had seen the patient in 

his radio station, for about a half hour, when he would say 

that he would have to quit and lie down, even though he had 

not used his eyes or his log. * * * He did not know 

that Colonel Ingalls, with his eyes corrected by glasses, 

has a vision to drive an automobile. After living close by 

for four years, he had seen him driving a car only one time. 

AVhen witness was with him in the boat, Mr. Robertson or 

Chap Hicks would do the steering. Colonel Ingalls might 

steer a little, but he spent two-thirds of his time lying 

down.” 

Appellant stresses plaintiff’s eye condition. In this con¬ 

nection the court’s attention is invited to the fact that that 

appellant’s physicians (R. 11) as early as 1926 correctly 

diagnosed plaintiff’s eye condition as a local manifestation 

of his underlying nervous disability. 

Appellant argues that because in April, 1934, plaintiff 

drove an automobile from Colorado to New Hampshire that 

he can hardly be classed as being totally disabled in August 

of the same year. The record shows (R. 29) that on 

plaintiff’s trip from Denver he would not average driving 

100 miles a day. At the time the court found plaintiff to be 

totally and permanently disabled, to wit, August 31, 1934, 

the record shows (R. 22) that he was in New Hampshire, 
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did not work, was spending a great deal of time in the 

hammock, and had an attack after attempting to play golf 

which caused him to turn deathly white, after which he 

pulled himself upstairs, collapsed on the bed and stayed 

there the rest of the day. 

Appellant emphasizes that plaintiff operated an amateur 

radio transmitting station. The record shows (R. 26) that 

merely to occupy his mind and just for pleasure, he had a 

transmitter built and installed in his home, but had to 

give up a training course lasting two or three hours a week 

because of his physical condition; that his contacts were 

intermittent, he did not feel able to continue and then had 

to give it up altogether. 

Appellant’s brief states (page 24) that he operated a 

motorboat, out of which he apparently derived a consider¬ 

able amount of pleasure, and use it on frequent occasions 

to take friends on fishing parties. 

The record shows (R. 17) that when he went fishing he 

never went without one or two other men with him to start 

the motor and run the boat. He would then spend at least 

two-thirds of the time lying in the bunk. 

George L. Hicks testified (R. 20) that as soon as the boat 

leaves the dock plaintiff asks one of us to take the wheel 

and then he goes and lies down for a while. That happens 

just a few minutes after he gets away from the dock. If 

we go on a short trip he will rest for fifteen or twenty 

minutes. When we start fishing, he gets up and fishes a 

while, then lies down again. Sometimes he turns the boat 

over to us and lies down for an hour or more. He says 

he is a little tired and will go and lie down. He looked as 

if he was tired, as a man who has worked too hard. He 

looked pale, circles under his eyes, and complained of 

headache. Some time or other during the trip he would 

have to lie down. He would say he was tired. Sometimes 

lie would lie on the upper deck and he looked as if he tried 
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to sleep, but be was sort of nervous and twitchv. In per¬ 

forming any duty about the boat, any little job, such as 

steering, I noticed that he got tired. 

Insured testified that it was very relaxing to use the boat, 

that he had comfortable bunks there to lie down on; that 

he had difficulty in sleeping and spending a few hours on the 

water in fresh salt air seemed to induce sleep. 

Plaintiff testified (R. 28) that when he goes out in the 

boat some one always goes with him. Whoever this is pulls 

the anchor, takes turns at the wheel and when out fishing 

the insured cannot stand and fish as most people do, but 

always has a chair in which he sits and holds his line out. 

This exertion, however, tires him and brings on exhaustion. 

Appellant states “he regularly drove an automobile, 

sometimes as much as 250 miles a day (Br. 24) and he ad¬ 

mitted that he could drive an automobile daily for at least 

150 miles a day, and sometimes as much as 250 miles, and 

that he could operate a motorboat several hours a day” 

(Br. 31). These statements are not supported by the record. 

The record shows (R. 27) that plaintiff testifies as follows: 

“WTith reference to my driving a car, we are getting into 

distant vision again, and while with my glasses for correc¬ 

tion, I believe that my distant vision is fair at least, and 

in looking off in the distance, it is more restful to me than 

to sit here in the room, and I can drive a car. I seldom drive 

at night, as the lights bother me, but in the day time, if I 

drive in moderation, I can get along fairly well. I have 

motored up to 250 miles a day, but even then we stopped 

at various times. I seldom drive more than an hour. If I 

am still sitting on the front seat, I may stay there, or get 

on the back seat and close my eyes and relax in that 

way. When I am driving I can feel those attacks of 

migraine and nervous exhaustion coming on slowly and 

there is nothing to do but to rest and relax. When that 

comes on, I simply stop. If I carry on too much that way, 

2r 
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I know I will not have any sleep that night, so I make it a 

point never to carry it to that point. I have got so I can 

tell about how far I can go. * * * I would sav that 

I have not driven over an hour continuously without stop¬ 

ping and resting (R. 27). * * * Driving the car brings 

on nervous exhaustion and I get very tired. I am sitting 

there, and if I had to stand I could not stand it any where 

near an hour (R. 28). * * * I don’t drive long dis¬ 

tances. In the last four years, the longest distance I have 

driven has been about 150 miles a day. I have driven to 

Washington, but that was not continuous. I do not think 

I have ever driven up and back in the same day. It tires 

me too much. I have driven to Baltimore, and one trip to 

Philadelphia. I have not driven to New York, and have 

not made any long trips out West, except the trip coming 

East, coming out of the army. On that trip, I don’t think 

I would average a hundred miles a day” (R. 29). 

Dr. Miller, testified (R. 19) that although he lived 

close to plaintiff he only saw him drive his car one time in 

four years. 

Mrs. Mildred Ingalls, testified (R. 23) that when plain¬ 

tiff drives his car he usually conies home and lies down 

and if he has been out in the afternoon he lies down all the 

evening. On such occasions he has a strained look about 

his mouth with a pinched appearance and his lips are blue. 

He gets upstairs with great difficulty, pulls himself up 

by the banister. 

Mary E. Harrington, testified (R. 24) that driving a car 

seemed to make plaintiff very tired and when she and his 

wife were shopping he would lie on the back seat and rest. 

When he exerts himself in any way he gets white, looks 

as if he is about to fold up, and lies down immediately. 

Appellant, based on the foregoing testimony, argues to 

this Court that this shows plaintiff could operate a motor- 
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boat, take out fishing parties, and says there was no 
reason why he could not operate a taxicab or a hack. Ap¬ 
pellant’s argument in this respect, that insured can drive 
a taxicab, subject to the whims of the public as to when 
and where they will go, and also subject to the physical 
labor of handling heavy baggage of his passengers and other 
duties required of a person who has set himself up before 
the public as a carrier of persons and baggage for hire, 
such person being subject to all the rigorous duties re¬ 
quired of taxicab and hack drivers, is absurd; and appel¬ 
lant would have this Court believe that the duties of such 
a person requires sitting in the seat of an automobile for 
short periods of less than an hour without any other 
duties attached thereto. 

Likewise, appellant also overlooks the duties of a person 
who has set himself up before the public as a carrier of 
persons for hire on fishing trips. Certainly such a person 
could not spend two-thirds of his time in a bunk and re¬ 
quire his customers to do the heavy work of pulling the 
anchor, starting the boat and other work required of such 
a person. How can it be said that a man, who can’t start 
an engine of a boat, who within a few minutes after leaving 
the dock has to lie down and who has to request the per¬ 
sons with him to pull the anchor and take over running the 
boat and becomes exhausted from any slight exertion on 
the boat, can capably run a successful business of taking 
out fishing parties ? 

The case of United States v. Fain, (C. C. A. 8), 103 F. 
(2d) 161, which appellant at page 27 of his brief states 
is “on all fours with the case at bar” is similar to the 
instant case only in that the insured there was a dentist 
and had a diagnosis of neurasthenia and psychoneurosis. 
It appears that the insured there allowed his insurance to 
lapse in 1922, he then completed four years in dentistry from 
1923 to 1927, and worked in two dentists’ offices for a 
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period of about seven months. Fain received his first 
diagnosis of psychoneurosis in 1927 and the first diagnosis 
of neurasthenia in 1929, five and seven years respectively 
after his insurance lapsed in 1922; the insured there testi¬ 
fied that he did not think he was totally and permanently 
disabled in 1927; and he did not bring any action for in¬ 
surance benefits until ten years after his policy lapsed. Such 
facts as these surely cannot be said to be on “all fours” 
with the case at bar, as appellant contends. 

Neither are any of the other cases cited at all similar 
from a factual standpoint to the instant case. 

II. 

When an action at law is tried to the court, its findings 
upon questions of fact are conclusive in Courts of Review 
if there is any evidence from which such findings could be 
made. 

As was said in the case of United States v. Gamble- 

Skogmo, Inc., 91 F. (2d) 372 (C. C. A. 8), at page 374: 

“It must be kept in mind that, when an action at law 
is tried to the court, its findings upon questions of 
fact are conclusive in the courts of review no matter 
how convincing the argument that, under the evidence, 
the findings should have been different ( Stanley v. 
Board of Supervisors of Albany County, 121 U. S. 535, 
547, 7 S. Ct. 1234, 30 L. Ed. 10*00); that alleged errors 
in the findings of the court are not subject to revision by 
a Circuit Court of Appeals if there was any evidence 
upon which such findings could be made; and that find¬ 
ings of fact which are contrary to the weight of the 
evidence constitute errors of fact which cannot be re¬ 
viewed. United States v. Washington Dehydrated Food 
Co. (C. C. A. 8) 89 Fed. 2nd 606,609. Where two different 
conclusions may honestly and reasonably be drawn 
from uncontroverted evidence, the question as to which 
inference shall be drawn is a question for the trial court 
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to determine and its finding will not be disturbed upon 
review. T. Dooley Lumber Co. v. United States (C. C. 
A. 8) 63 Fed. 2nd 384, 388. * * 

In the case of Hearst Radio Inc. v. Good et al., 91 F. 

(2d) 555, 67 App. D. C. 250, this Court said: 

“The purpose of a finding of fact is to settle for the j 
Appellate Court the conflicts which are inevitable in liti¬ 
gation such as this. And it is a well-settled and salutary 
rule that a finding based on conflicting testimony will 
be overridden only in the clearest case. Pollock v. 
Jameson, 63 App. D. C. 152, 70 Fed. 2nd 756. Here we 
have a situation very much like that in Lawson v. United 
States Mining Co., 207 U. S. 1, 28 S. Ct. 15,19, 52 L. Ed. 
65, where the Supreme Court said that if the testimony 
did not show the finding of fact to be correct, it failed 
to show that it was wrong, and under such circumstances 
an Appellate Court was not justified in disturbing the 
conclusion ‘It is our duty’, said the court, ‘to accept a 
finding of fact, unless clearly and manifestly wrong’.” j 

Facts having been submitted to the trial court, where 

both parties have moved for judgment, the Court of Review 

is limited, to the correctness of the finding on the law, and 

must affirm if there be any evidence in support thereof. 

As the court said in the case of United States v. National 

Bank of Commerce of Seattle, 73 F. (2d) 721, 724 (C. C. A. 

!>): j 
“# * # facts ikying been thus submitted to the 

court, we arc limited, in reviewing its action, to the con¬ 
sideration of the correctness of the finding on the law, 
and must affirm if there be any evidence in support 
thereof. Bcutell v. Magone, 157 U. S. 154,157,15 S. Ct. 
566, 567, 39 L. Ed. 654. See Williams v. Vreeland, 250 
U. S. 295, 298, 39 S. Ct. 438, 63 L. Ed. 989, 3 A. L. R. 
1038; Fidelitv & Casualtv Co. of N. Y. v. Martin, 66 
F. (2d) 438/440 (C. C. A. 9); Laredo Nat. Bank v. 
Gordon, 61 F. (2d) 906, 907 (C. C. A. 5).” 
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III. 

The finding of the lower court that plaintiff became per¬ 
manently and totally disabled on August 31, 1934 is sus¬ 
tained by substantial evidence. 

Under Rule 8 of the court, paragraph 2 (b) (3), amended 

by order of August 2, 1939, the appellant is required to in¬ 

clude in his brief a concise statement of the case containing 

all that is material to the consideration of the question 

presented. The appellant has ignored this rule, and has 

selected only a minor part of the facts and ignored qualify¬ 

ing testimony that changes the meaning of the parts selected, 

and has included insignificant testimony that could have no 

material bearing on the sole question involved on this ap¬ 

peal. He has, both in his statement of facts and argument, 

omitted obviously material evidence and by adroit selection, 

presented some facts in a way that tends to divert attention 

from the true picture presented by the record as a whole. 

To such an extent has this been done that the plaintiff feels it 

his duty in fairness to this Court, to the District Judge who 

made his finding, not on the picture painted by the appel¬ 

lant’s brief but by the whole evidence, to set forth a concise 

summary of the evidence contained in the official records 

of the War Department and the testimony of each individual 

witness, which summary is printed as an Appendix to this 

brief. 

It is respectfully submitted that there is substantial evi¬ 

dence to support the finding of the District Court that the 

plaintiff was totally and permanently disabled on or before 

August 31,1934. 

It is respectfully urged, in the court’s review of the 

question presented, that it assume as established all facts 

that the evidence supporting plaintiff’s claim reasonably 
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tends to prove and that there should be drawn in his favor 

all the inferences fairly deducible from such facts. 

Gunning v. Cooley, 281 U. S. 90, 94, 74 L. Ed. 720, 724; 

50 S. Ct. 231; 

Lumbra v. United States, 290 U. S. 551, 54 S. Ct. 272, 

78 L. Ed. 492; 

Spaulding v. United States, 293 U. S. 498, 505, 55 S. Ct. 

273, 276; 79 L. Ed. 617; 

United States v. Klever, 93 F. (2d) 15 (C. C. A. 9). 

On April 21, 1934, the degree of plaintiff’s disability as 

shown by the medical records of Fitzsimons General Hos¬ 

pital (R. 10) was 100%. This degree of disability was 

found after they had observed and treated the plaintiff in 

that hospital from December 12, 1933 to April 21, 1934. 

This statement is not modified in any way. There is no 

inference that it is meant to apply to his ability to carry 

on his duties in the Army. The statement of such degree 

of disabilitv follows directlv after the listing of the five 

diagnoses and must mean that these five diseases rendered 

him 100% disabled on April 21,1934. 

The question of total and permanent disability is not 

whether the insured worked but whether he was able to work 

without material injury to his health. 

United States v. Stewart, 58 F. (2d) 520, 61 App. D. C. 

115. 

We insist that the question of permanency is not proven 

or disproven from the diagnoses or the opinion of a phy¬ 

sician alone. The fact that the disability had continued for 

so great a length of time is substantial evidence of its per¬ 

manent character. 

Hicks v. United States, 65 F. (2d) 517, 519 (C. C. A. 4). 

The plaintiff has attempted no gainful work since he was 

retired with the five disabilities on August 31, 1934. It 
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is not necessary for an insured in proving his disability to 

be total, to disregard the treatment of complete rest pre¬ 

scribed by his doctor and to endanger his health and life by 

attempting regular work. He endeavored to perform minor 

household tasks which caused him to become exhausted, 

making it necessary for him to lie down. He tried to play 

golf which resulted in a complete state of collapse (R. 22). 

He endeavored to sweep a light snow which had fallen, but 

he paid the penalty of collapse (R. 23). He sought to par¬ 

ticipate in recreation at cards but his condition required him 

to discontinue these simple pleasures (R. 29). Others must 

read to him because he cannot (R. 18, 29). He has driven 

an automobile for pleasure (R. 27). On one occasion after 

various attempts and by stopping and resting for periods 

of time he did drive as far as 250 miles, but with this single 

exception he has not driven more than 150 miles at anytime 

(R. 27, 29). Recent improvements as the result of modern 

inventions have made what was once the task of driving 

now a pleasure and healthful recreation. Even, appellant 

here does not contend that plaintiff ever drove an auto¬ 

mobile for wages. However, these simple activities resulted 

in his becoming exhausted and necessitated him going to 

bed. And vet appellant argues that notwithstanding all 

these things, which are not contradicted, nevertheless plain¬ 

tiff was able to carry on a substantially gainful occupation 

solely because he admitted that he could drive an automobile. 

If such recreations as these aggravate his disabilities and 

bring on a state of collapse (R. 22), nervous exhaustion (R. 

28) and necessitate rest in bed (R. 26), this person surely 

cannot engage with reasonable regularity in any gainful 

occupation. He has tried to do even the lightest of activities 

and cannot do them. 

Mrs. Ingalls testified: 

He tried to play golf one morning while in New 

Hampshire and was gone only a short time and re- 
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turned in car, slumped down in the seat, looked deathly 

white, had to be helped into the hotel and collapsed on 

the bed, staying there the rest of the day (R. 22). 

He was sweeping a light snow from the steps and 

walk in front of his house, in a short time he had to be 

assisted into the house and collapsed on the couch (R. 

23). 

He gets upstairs with great difficulty, pulls himself 

up by the bannister (R. 23). 

The plaintiff testified: 

Even a normal bowel movement seems to exhaust me. 

I generally have to lie down after that occasion. Some¬ 

time I stay in bed a considerable time. 

I joined the army amateur network, with a training 

course a week and gave it up because it lasted two or 

three hours and I got a terrible headache and had to 

give it up (R. 27). 

Driving a car brings on nervous exhaustion and I get 

very tired (R. 28). 

When I go out in the boat someone always goes with 

me, they do the heavy work and take turns at the wheel 

(R. 28). 

I can’t stand and fish, I always sit in a chair. That 

exertion tires me, brings on that exhaustion again if I 

stand too much (R. 2S). 

I can’t play bridge. My eyes won’t permit it. I tried 

to play golf but it tired me so I eventually gave it up 

(R. 29). 

Dr. Miller testified: 

I have advised him to use his eyes a little bit, but he 

cannot (R. 18). 

I have seen him in his radio station, for about one 

half hour and he would say he had to quit and lie down 
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even though he had not used his eyes or his log (R. 19). 

While out in the boat the plaintiff might steer a 

little, but he had two men along to do the steering and 

he would spend two-thirds of this time lying down (R. 

19.) 

Colonel George L. Hicks testified: 

As soon as we get out in the boat, a few minutes after 

we leave, he asks one of us to take the wheel and he 

goes in to lie down. On trips he turns the boat over 

to us and lies down for an hour or more. When we 

start fishing he gets up and fishes awhile and then 

lies down again. He looked as if he was tired, as a 

man who had worked too hard (R. 20). 

Mary E. Harrington testified: 

A little trip of an hour or an hour and a half to Salis¬ 

bury seems to make him very tired. He lies on the 

back seat and rests while we are shopping. He gets 

so white when he exerts himself in any way (R. 24). 

I have seen him build a fire in the house and it eats 

up all his energy. He looks as if he is about to fold 

up and he lies down immediately (R. 24). 

The testimony above of five witnesses about the only ac¬ 

tivities engaged in by the plaintiff since August 31, 1934, 

clearly demonstrates that anv little minor activity materially 

aggravates his disability, impairs his health and even a short 

period of engaging in these activities bring on exhaustion 

and complete collapse. 

The plaintiff respectfully submits that there is substantial 

evidence herein of permanent disability. 

The evidence in this case is uncontradicted, that the eye 

conditions and the nervous condition began in 1917 (R. 16). 

They have existed all those seventeen years and although 
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the plaintiff was treated in numerous hospitals they progres¬ 

sively grew worse (R. 14, 15). The condition of hernia has 

existed since 1907 (R. 16) and it was still found to be re¬ 

current and a complication on February 15, 1934 (R. 10), 

even though the plaintiff had undergone two operations 

(R. 14). 

On his physical examination January 3,1934, the examin¬ 

ing physician stated that he believed the conditions of 

hernia, indirect, incomplete, inguinal, recurrent, left, after 

two operations, and the hyperopic astigmatism, with pres¬ 

byopia and esophoria, bilateral, resulting in much pain and 

insomnia after prolonged use of eyes for near vision, were 

permanent (R. 14). 

Dr. Miller testified (R. 19) that considering his examina¬ 

tion of May 1, 1935, and his later examinations he con¬ 

sidered the condition of the plaintiff as permanent. 

Certainly it cannot be said here that the plaintiff’s dis¬ 

ability is not of a permanent character. Disabilities and 

diseases which have continued from 1907 and 1917 to the 

present time surely cannot be termed as merely temporary. 

The disability of migraine which the plaintiff testified he had 

continuously with severe attacks often and which lias con¬ 

tinued since 1933 and has not been relieved by treatment, 

rest and the quiet life the plaintiff has led since 1933 cannot 

either be termed as temporary and because it has con¬ 

tinued all these years without relief can only be classed as 

permanent. 

It is significant to note that although this plaintiff has 

refrained from working and has taken the best of care of 

himself, placed himself under the care of a physician and 

has followed this physician’s advice, yet, his condition has 

not yielded to these treatments. The court will recognize 

that the United States army medical officers are among the 

best in the world. Plaintiff was under their observation and 

treatment for over 17 years and finally they gave up hope 
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of him ever recovering and after 27 years of army service 

retired him on account of the disabilities which he is now 

basing this claim upon. Plaintiff’s condition has become 

progressively worse. Irrespective of this, however, appel¬ 

lant here contends that plaintiff’s disability which their own 

physicians said existed to a degree of 100% on April 21, 

1934, is not yet totally and permanently disabling. We are 

confident that this Court will never place its stamp of ap¬ 

proval upon such a contention. 

The fact that a total disability, existing during the life 

of the policy, has never changed in any degree up to the 

time of trial is substantial proof of its permanency. 

Harrelson v. United States, 94 F. (2d) 182 (C. C. A. 4). 

In these insurance cases there is no definite and set guide 

to go by, in deciding the question of total and permanent 

disability. Each case has to be looked at in light of its own 

peculiar facts. No two of them are alike. 

The testimony in this case shows that the plaintiff spends 

twelve to fifteen hours each day in bed (R. 26), besides this 

he has been found many times laying down on the bunks in 

the boat (R. 22), in the back seat of the car (R. 24) and on 

the couch in his home (R. 23). Both his physician (R. 17) 

and the army doctors (R. 28) advised complete rest. 

He is in pain all the time and this pain is severe and often 

(R. 30). His condition has not improved since August 

31, 1934 (R. 28). The efforts of Army doctors to cure 

his disabilities since 1917 have been in vain and they finally 

gave up on August 31,1934 (R. 15,16). Such facts as these 

surely form a picture of a person totally and permanently 

disabled. 

Certainly a person unable to do the little minor tasks he 

has tried, could not be expected to follow with reasonable 

regularity some substantially gainful occupation. 
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Picturing the whole evidence, we have here a man fifty-five 

years of age (R. 25) who served in the army continuously 

for 27 years and 5 months and then was retired because of 

disabilities on August 31, 1934 (R. 16). The record shows 

(R. S-16) that these disabilities had existed for 17 years and 

were considered by government physicians to be a 100% 

degree of disability (R. 10). He was considered by them to 

be permanently incapacitated for further service (R. 15). 

The Texas Prudential Insurance Company paid him 

monthly benefits (R. 29). The Equitable Insurance Society 

(R. 28, 29) is paying him monthly benefits under his policies 

with that company. Yet the appellant here resists payment 

although unable to produce even a single witness, lay or 

expert, to substantiate his contention. 

Since August 31, 1934, the plaintiff has led a very quiet 

life, has spent 12 to 15 hours each day in bed and the evidence 

shows much of the other portion of each day was spent 

by him in reclining on a couch or in the bunks on his boat. 

His physician advises as treatment, alsolute rest and to 

refrain from any work whatsoever. His health continues 

such that he cannot even engage in light forms of recrea¬ 

tion or entertainment and his attempts to do so have always 

resulted in collapse, nervous exhaustion, insomnia and 

severe pain. 

Certainly a combination of disabilities existing for 17 

years before August 31,1934, and continuing to the time of 

trial in 1938, that incapacitate a man as the disabilities here 

have incapacitated plaintiff are substantial evidence of total 

and permanent disability. 

Conclusion. 

It is respectfully submitted that there is substantial evi¬ 

dence in this case to support the finding of the District Court 

that the plaintiff became totally and permanently disabled 

on August 31,1934, and that it was not error for the District 



Court to render judgment for the plaintiff; and that said 

judgment should be affirmed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jordan R. Bentley, 

King and King, 

Attorneys for Appellee. 
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APPENDIX. 

The Substantial Evidence as Shown by the Record 

Official War Department Medical Records. 

These records show (R. 7) plaintiff appointed as Dental 
Surgeon, United States Army, June 11,1911, being found on 
examination physically capable of performing active field 
service, with no abnormalities noted. In November, 1916, 
his eyes were found to show vision right eye 20/40, left eye 
20/40 with right eye corrected to 20/20 (R. 8). 

The plaintiff while on duty in France (R. 8) on Sep¬ 
tember 5, 1917, was originally admitted to a hospital with a 
diagnosis of psychosis, manic depressive, in line of duty. 
He was sent back to the United States and after being 
transferred through several hospitals was admitted to Wal¬ 
ter Reed General Hospital on December 7, 1917, cause of 
admission being psychosis, depressive; after being in the 
hospital and on sick leave he "was discharged to duty with a 
diagnosis of neurasthenia on August 6, 1918. In August, 
1920, -while in the Philippines he was admitted to the hos¬ 
pital for neurasthenia (R. 8). Again in September, 1919, 
he spent 13 days in the hospital for neurasthenia, was given 
thirty days sick leave and returned to duty on October 17, 
1920 (R. 9). In July, 1921, he had dengue fever in the 
Philippines. 

On February 17, 1926, he was admitted to the General 
Dispensary, U. S. Army in Chicago with neurasthenia, con¬ 
tributory cause, defective vision. On August 26, 1926, he 
was again admitted to the same hospital for neurasthenia, 
severe, contributory cause, defective vision. His condition 
was described on admission as depression and insomnia, 
moderatelv severe, and was transferred to Fort Sheridan 
Station Hospital for observation and treatment September 
4, 1926, cause of admission being psychoneurosis, neuras¬ 
thenia, severe. He was transferred to Walter Reed again 
on September 24, 1926, cause of admission shown as as¬ 
thenopia, due to compound hyperopic astigmatism and 
neurasthenia, slight, non-incapacitating and discharged to 
duty December 21, 1926 (R. 9). 
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He was again admitted to the General Dispensary, U. S. 
Army in Chicago, on August 4, 1927, cause of admission 
being neurasthenia, secondary to eye strain, caused by con¬ 
tinuous close work with the eyes and sent back to duty im¬ 
proved on August 8, 1927. He was again admitted to this 
hospital October 14, 1927 with neurasthenia, secondary to 
eye strain, then readmitted October 21, 1927, with neuras¬ 
thenia, secondary to eye strain, showing recurrent attack, 
eyes in need of rest. He was sent to duty and readmitted 
December 5, 1927, cause of admission psychoneurosis, 
neurasthenia. He was then sent to dutv and readmitted 

* 

March 20, 1928 for influenza, sent to duty and readmitted 
with influenza on August 22, 1928. On December 18, 1928 
he again was readmitted with rhinitis, acute, catarrhal 
(R. 9). 

On November 23, 1932 he was admitted to Letterman 
General Hospital, cause of admission, nasopharyngitis, 
acute, catarrhal, severe, cause undetermined and bronchitis, 
acute, catarrhal, mild, cause undetermined (R. 10). 

He entered the Fitzsimons General Hospital on Decem¬ 
ber 12, 1933 (R. 10) because of ocular muscle inbalance, 
bilateral (Esophoria 6 prism diopters); Migraine, severe, 
cause undetermined; Astigmatism, compound, hyperopic, 
bilateral, vision 20/200 bilateral. Remaining in the hospital 
on February 15,1934 he was given an additional diagnosis 
of Hernia, inguinal, indirect, incomplete, reducible, recur¬ 
rent, left. On March 5, 1934 he was given a further ad¬ 
ditional diagnosis of Psychoneurosis, neurasthenic type, 
severe; all diagnoses being in line of duty (R. 10). 

Clinical records in September 1926 show (R. 11) that: 

“The opinion of the doctors expressed was that the 
patient had had, at least since 1916, all the typical 
symptoms of a severe neurasthenia, with apparently 
a neurotic tendency for even a longer time, which was 
exaccerbated and brought to a focus in 1916 by the 
hard work and great responsibility on the Mexican bor¬ 
der, and that the World War with its excitements, in¬ 
creased responsibilities and advanced rank still further 
increased the severity of his illness, such that when 
things did quiet down, it was too late and permanent 
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damage done to the central nervous system, the sympa¬ 
thetic nervous system, and the endocrine system. 
Thorough and repeated examinations at numerous 
places only confirmed the diagnosis of neurasthenia 
and eliminated all other suspicious and possible diag¬ 
noses. The chief complaint is referable to the eyes— 
fatigability after a few minutes’ reading, eye muscles 
get tired and head pains as though from eve-strain. 
Even moderate mental or physical exertion brings on 
a marked exhaustion and patient savs he is always 
tired. Insomnia is constant and severe. He states he 
does not feel depressed mentally and asserts that his 
domestic, financial, and professional affairs are entirely 
satisfactory, and that he does not worry. Progress note 
under date of September 9,1926, shows that a tentative 
diagnosis was made of severe neurasthenia with the 
probability that the eye symptoms are due to same, 
based on history and symptoms of fatigability, mental 
depression, insomnia, and nervous repression, and find¬ 
ings of a marked asthenia—weak, flabby muscles, weak, 
flabby heart, pallor, subnormal temperature, brady¬ 
cardia, and absence of other pathology. Opinion was 
expressed, following the complete eye examination with 
the diagnosis of a compound hyperopic astigmatism, 
presbyopia, spasma of accommodation following close 
work, that the eye condition was a local manifestation 
of his general condition of neurasthenia. The opinion 
was expressed that the eye examinations show the eye 
symptoms are due to the general constitutional ailment 
and form part of the picture of a typical psychoneuro¬ 
sis, psvchasthenia, and neurasthenia, manifested by 
fatigability—mental, physical, and ocular—insomnia, 
anorexia, repression of normal impulses, etc. (R. 12). 
The clinical record note of September 19, 1926, shows 
that a notice had been received to transfer the patient 
to Walter Reed General Hospital for observation and 
treatment with the remark that it was considered that 
there had been insufficient time spent in that hospital 
to reach a definite and final conclusion about the diag¬ 
nosis, though neurasthenia was suspected. Under diag¬ 
nosis of September 20,1926, of Psychoneurosis, neuras- 
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thenia, severe, it is stated that the diagnosis is tenta¬ 
tive and based upon: (1) History of symptoms dating 
back to 1916. (2) Negative findings (except of neuras¬ 
thenia) at several Army General Hospitals. (3) Symp¬ 
toms of marked asthenia with poor musculature, pallor, 
slow, feeble pulse with hypertension, small heart, poor 
ocular muscle control, and marked fatigability, rest¬ 
lessness, mental depression, insomnia, repression— 
anxiety, excitability, and loss of sense of proper pro¬ 
portion and importance of things. Treatment recom¬ 
mended. Patient had shown no permanent benefit fol¬ 
lowing treatment and thorough examinations in the 
past. Sick leave would be only ameliorative. The case 
would require several years of very careful and thor¬ 
ough physical and mental reeducation away from both 
the army and his family, with the recommendation that 
he be retired at that time and that further hospitaliza¬ 
tion was not recommended” (R. 12). 

He was sent home to await retirement on the War De¬ 
partment orders, on April 21, 1934, with degree of dis¬ 
ability of 100% (R. 10). 

The retiring board found that the plaintiff was inca¬ 
pacitated for active duty due to the five diagnoses stated 
in the report from Fitzsimons General Hospital and fur¬ 
ther found that the origin of the hernia was about 1907, and 
about 1917 for the eye and nervous conditions and that same 
were incident to service and permanent. He was retired on 
August 31, 1934 (R. 16). 

Dr. Frederick A. Miller’s Testimony. 

He could not work without glasses and using his eyes 
for any length of time would aggravate the condition of 
migraine and bring on attacks of vertigo. If he should 
undertake to work, it was the opinion of the doctor 
that he would have regular, repeated attacks of mi¬ 
graine. The treatment advised for the plaintiff was 
complete rest. Any active employment would affect 
both his physical and mental condition by bringing on 
an attack of migraine and making them more often, and 
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the migraine affect the neurasthenia by making it more 
debilitating. Since he was first examined in September 
1934, he had advised that he do no work whatever. 
# * That on his examination of May 1, 1935 (R. 
18) he considered that work of any gainful character 
would have caused a serious impairment of health. 
Continuous work since that time would have aggra¬ 
vated the condition more seriously and would provide 
a very, very bad prognosis, which at the time was none 
too good. In the condition he was in, the witness did 
not know of any work he could engage in and there was 
no work which he advised him to engage in. * * * 
That considering his examination of May 1, 1935, with 
later examinations he considered the plaintiff’s condi¬ 
tion as permanent. Dr. Miller’s diagnoses were, Hy¬ 
peropic, astigmatism, presbyopia, ocular muscle im¬ 
balance, migraine, vertigo, neurasthenia and slight in¬ 
direct inguinal hernia (R. 17). The 20/25 correction 
by glasses refers to astigmatism and hyperopia. He 
had advised him to use his eyes a little bit but he can¬ 
not. Astigmatism can be corrected. Muscular im¬ 
balance is not necessarily corrected. There is a high 
muscular imbalance. The astigmatism and muscular 
imbalance serve to aggravate the migraine. The whole 
underlying condition is not so much his eyes as it is 
the migraine and his attacks of vertigo and the eye 
condition is a contributory factor in migraine. He had 
seen the plaintiff in his radio station for about a half 
hour when he would say that he would have to quit and 
lie down even though he had not used his eyes or his 
log (R. 19). That he had been fishing with the plaintiff, 
but never without one or two men along with him to run 
the boat, and start the motor, and the plaintiff would 
spend at least two-thirds of his time in the bunk. It 
would not be advisable for the plaintiff to confine him¬ 
self to his home or to his room, as this would aggra¬ 
vate his neurasthenia, and that penning him up in his 
home, he would go down hill immediately more than he 
was at that time (R. 17). 
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George L. Hick’s Testimony. 

1 have spent a great deal of time with him fishing. 
As soon as he gets the boat out he asks one of us to take 
the wheel and he will go and lie down for a while. That 
happens just a few minutes after he gets away from the 
dock. If we go on a short trip he will rest fifteen or 
twenty minutes. "When we start fishing, he gets up and 
fishes a while, then lies down again. When we take a 
long trip sometimes, he will turn the boat over to us and 
maybe lie down for an hour or more. He looked as if 
he were tired, a man who has worked too hard. lie 
looked pale, circles under his eyes, and complained of 
headache. He is not a verv good driver of his boat 
(R. 20, 21). 

Mary E. Harrington’s Testimony. 

I live around the corner from the Ingalls, and stop 
in on an average of two or three times a day. When I 
first met him, I did not think he could be so well, be¬ 
cause he was alwavs reclining when I was there. Fre- 
quently, he comes down stairs from his room and speaks 
to us and perhaps lies down on the couch for awhile 
and then goes up to bed. Then I have noticed when 
I have asked him to take us out on a fishing trip once 
in a while, how tired he gets, that he tries hard enough, 
but he does not seem able to do anything (R. 24). I 
noticed that one day last week when something hap¬ 
pened to the engine in the boat and he said he would 
have to change the belt. I noticed his pallor, his face 
got so white. He was out of breath. After that he had 
to sit down in a chair, was out of breath, and looked 
white as he could be. He frequently asks me to take 
the wheel, said he would lie down five or ten minutes to 
rest his eyes, and would lie on the bunk in the cabin. 
On my visits to the house, I did not see him over five 
or ten minutes at a time. Sometimes he would come 
down and lie on the sofa and talk, then he goes back to 
his room. On other occasions I have gone upstairs and 
he has been in his room with the radio going. I think 
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lie spends most of tlie entire day lying around the 
house. Almost every time I come around the house 
I find him on the couch or in a chair on the porch. I 
have taken many trips with them in the car, but I have 
been mostly to Salisbury, a little trip of about an hour 
or an hour and a half. The drive seemed to make him 
very tired. While Mrs. Ingalls and I were shopping, 
he would lie on the back seat and rest. I have seen him 
in the winter when he has built a fire in the house and 
it seemed to eat up all his energy. A particular thing 
I noticed about him is that he gets so white when he 
exerts himself in any way. He looks as if he is about 
to fold up, and he lies down immediately (R. 24). 

The Plaintiff’s Testimony. 

Some six months before entering the Fitzsimmons 
General Hospital on December 12, 1933, my eyes had 
continuous migraine, got very sore, with shooting 
pains, pain in the back of my head, hurt all over, com¬ 
plete exhaustion. Many times I was so nervous I 
couldn’t eat anything. I would perhaps have to lie 
still 3 or 4 hours before I could eat anything. Then it 
would get me at night. I had trouble sleeping—each 
day seemed to knock me down more and more and the 
case retrogressed and finally there was nothing else 
to do but go on sick leave. * # * After going to 
the hospital I did no kind of active service or work. I 
was retired August 31, 1934 (R. 26). After I retired 
I just rested. * * * It is easy to describe physical 
exhaustion which I have, because I am that way right 
now. I feel very much exhausted right now. I get that 
wav and usuallv stav in bed 12 to 15 hours a dav. 

w * • •> 

# * * The only relief of this condition I have found 
is rest. It is the only thing that seems to do me a bit 
of good, just lie down close my eyes and rest. * * * 
Most of this nervous exhaustion seems to fasten on 
me after breakfast, especially if I have a bowel move¬ 
ment. That seems to exhaust me, even a normal one. I 
generally have to lie down after that occasion. Some¬ 
times I stay in bed a considerable time. * * * In 
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the afternoon I always lie down, sometimes three or 
four hours. # * * I have not attempted any gain¬ 
ful employment since I have been here (R. 28). * # * 
Dr. Miller’s advice to me was to keep doing just what I 
am doing. The Army doctors at Fitzsimmons advised 
me to take plenty of rest, healthful food, and all the 
sleep I could get and to leave drugs alone. My condi¬ 
tion now compares to what it was at the time of retire¬ 
ment. It has not improved any. It seems to me to have 
retrogressed some (R. 28). 

With reference to my driving a car, we are getting 
into distant vision again, and while with my glasses for 
correction, I believe that my distant vision is fair at 
least, and in looking off in the distance, it is more restful 
to me than to sit here in the room, and I can drive a car. 
I seldom drive at night, as the lights bother me, but in 
the day time, if I drive in moderation, I can get along 
fairly well. As to how much driving it takes to phys¬ 
ically tire me, I have motored up to 250 miles a day, 
but even then we stopped at various times. I seldom 
drive more than an hour. If I am still sitting on the 
front seat, I may stay there, or get on the back seat and 
close mv eyes and relax in that wav. When I am driv- 
ing I can feel those attacks of migraine and nervous 
exhaustion coming on slowly and there is nothing to do 
but to rest and relax. When that comes on, I simply 
stop. If I carry on too much that way, I know I will 
not have any sleep that night, so I make it a point never 
to carry it to that point. I have got so I can tell about 
how far I can go. # * # I don’t drive long distances. 
In the last four years the longest distance I have driven 
has been about 150 miles a day. I have driven to Wash¬ 
ington, but that was not continuous. I do not think I 
have ever driven up and back in the same day. It tires 
me too much. I have driven to Baltimore, and one trip 
to Philadelphia. I have not driven to New York, and 
have not made any long trips out West, except the trip 
coming East, coming out of the Army. On that trip, 
I don’t think, I would average a hundred miles a day. 
Since I have lived in Cambridge, I have not taken any 
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trips more than a hundred and fifty miles in one day 
(R. 29). I would say that I have not driven over an 
hour continuously without stopping and resting. * * # 
Driving the car brings on nervous exhaustion and I get 
very tired. I am sitting there, and if I had to stand I 
could not stand it anywhere near an hour (R. 27). 

The migraine which is mentioned is a headache. It 
pains the front of the head and from the eyes clear to 
back of head. At start it is in the front and then it 
goes back. I have this headache continuously, have it 
right now, always have it some. My greatest trouble 
is to try to keep it down so I can sleep (R. 29). # * * 
As to how often I have wiiat I call a severe pain, speak¬ 
ing of it in days or hours, I don’t know how I can tell. 
I have it often (R. 30). 

Mrs. Mildred M. Ingalls* Testimony (R. 21). 

She married the plaintiff in 1922 and had lived with 
him continually since. * * * The first time I noticed any 
serious impairment to his health was shortly before 
December 1933. * * # I noticed he was tired when 
he came home at night. He would come in and his face 
would look pale, ashen shade and his lips were blue. 
He had a strained expression about his eyes (R. 22). 
His condition seemed to grow constantly worse. * * * 
While in the hospital and up to the time he retired, his 
condition became worse. The hospital seemed to aggra¬ 
vate it and he appeared very nervous. He had a white 
look, a strained look about his eyes, a blue look about 
his mouth and his face appeared strained. * * * For 
the last four years the regular routine of the plaintiff 
and his condition has been that he relies entirely upon 
the radio for entertainment. He does not sleep very 
well and arises very early. * * * When he is lying 
down he seems to have such a white color, that same 
drawn look about his mouth, his lips just turn blue. 
* * * With reference to the effect of exercise on him, 
on one occasion, there was a light fall of snow early in 
the morning and I heard him go out, looked out the 
window and saw him take a broom, and he was sweep- 
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ing the steps and along the sidewalk. It was a light 
fall of snow and he was sweeping for a very short time, 
and I noticed he leaned on the broom and came over 
and leaned on the steps and when I offered my help he 
leaned on me and on the rail and came into the house, 
and he just collapsed on the couch in the hall with that 
same drawn look. When he has driven the car or the 
boat, he usually comes back and lies down and if he 
has been out in the afternoon he lies down all evening. 
On such occasions he has that same strained look about 
his mouth and a pinched appearance, his lips blue. He 
gets upstairs with great difficulty, pulls himself up by 
the banister. The things which I have described have 
continuously existed since he first went to the hospital. 
He is not at all lazy. He wants to do things, and when 
he does, he find that it puts him in a state of collapse 
(R. 23). 

(4410) 
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i i 
Great weight is placed by the appellee in his brief upon the 

record of his hospital treatments between 1917 and the time of 
his discharge, which indicates that on numerous occasions he 
was in an army hospital for brief periods. The issue in this 
case, however, is plaintiff’s condition subsequently to 1934. 
As pointed out in our main brief, the plaintiff during the period 
in question regularly operated an automobile and a motor- 
boat. and consequently could not be said to have been totally 
disabled. What his condition had been previously becomes 
immaterial. 

Moreover, these records do not support the appellee’s posi¬ 
tion. After each hospitalization and upon the completion of 
treatment, the plaintiff was cured, for on each occasion he 
was discharged “to active duty” (R. 8. 9, and 10). Mani¬ 
festly during the entire period prior to his discharge, the Army 
doctors did not consider the appellee totally disabled. If they 
had, they certainly would not have permitted him to return 
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to active duty. An examination of the appellee’s medical 
record indicates that his ailments were of a minor character. 
For example, in 1919. he was hospitalized for six days for 
“erysipelas on nose, both cheeks, and forehead” (R. 8); in 
1921, he was confined to his quarters for 12 days because of 
dengue fever (R. 9); in 1925. his tonsils were removed (R. 9); 
in 1930. he was hospitalized for five days because of hiccoughs 
(R. 10); and in 1932. for two days for bronchitis (R. 10). 
On each occasion, he returned to active duty. 

The appellee having available to him free of charge the hos¬ 
pital facilities of the Army, appears to have taken advantage 
of them upon the slightest provocation. His general attitude 
is summed up succinctly in the clinical record of Walter Reed 
General Hospital, September 27, 1926, to December 21, 1926. 
There, after having had the appellee under observation for a 
considerable length of time, the examiner made the following 
statement (R. 12): 

* * * Examiner includes a statement that the 
patient professed not to want to be retired, but from 
his remarks, the examiner was certain that the proce¬ 
dure would delight him. * * * 

In view of the fact that the appellee was constantly pursu¬ 
ing his occupation during the period covered by the Army 
medical records, and in further view of the fact that during 
this period the appellee was constantly returned from the 
hospitals to active duty, it appears that these records have no 
bearing on the question as to whether or not the appellee was 
totally disabled on August 31, 1934. 

II 

The appellee apparently assumes that in actions at law tried 
to the court, findings of fact are conclusive if there is any evi¬ 
dence to support them. It is elementary, however, that find¬ 
ings of fact are conclusive only if supported by substantial 
evidence. Subsequently to September 16, 1938, their effect 
became even less binding and findings in actions at law now 
have no greater force than those in equity suits. 
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Thus, in United States v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. (C. C. A. 
8th), 91 F. (2d) 372, a tax case tried without a jury, which is 

cited by the appellee, a reversal was sought on the ground that 
the evidence did not support the findings. The Circuit Court 

of Appeals affirmed “on the ground that the findings of the 
court are sustained by substantial evidence” (p. 376). 

Hearst Radio v. Good, 67 App. D. C. 250, 91 F. (2d) 555, 

likewise cited by the appellee, is not in point. It involved an 

action at law tried by the court without a jury. One of the 
issues presented was whether or not a certain lease had been 

made. Considerable evidence was adduced on both sides of 

the question. This court refused to upset the finding of the 

trial judge on the ground that there was “ample” evidence to 
sustain it. 

Finally, the appellee cites United States v. National Bank of 
Commerce of Seattle (C. C. A. 9th), 73 F. (2d) 721. In that 

case, both parties moved for a directed verdict. In accord¬ 

ance with the law in force prior to the new Rules, the court 

took the case from the jury. The appellee’s brief contains 
only a partial quotation from the opinion. After citing 

Laredo Nat. Bank v. Gordon (C. C. A. 5th), 61 F. (2d) 906, 

907r the court continued (p. 724): 

* * * This latter case states the rule thus: “* * * 

As each party submitted a motion without qualifier 

tion for a directed verdict, the court was authorized to 

grant one or the other of the motions, and error could 
not be assigned here, unless there was no substantial 
evidence to support the verdict. * * *” [Italics 
supplied.] 

The court affirmed the judgment of the District Court on the 

ground that “There is ample evidence in the record to support 
the judgment * * *” (p. 725). 

Thus, it appears that not only do the cases cited by the 

appellee refute the proposition advanced by him, but they also 

support the rule that a finding of fact in a jury-waived case is 
subject to reversal in the absence of substantial evidence to 

support it. 
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In the case at bar, it is urged that there is no substantial 
evidence to support the finding. 

Ill 

The appellee cites Hicks v. United States (C. C. A. 4th), 
65 F. (2d) 517, in support of a contention that the continu¬ 
ance of a disability for a long period of time is substantial evi¬ 
dence of its permanent character. In that case, however, the 
disability had existed continuously for fourteen years. No 
such situation is presented in the case at bar. 

The appellee also cites the case of Harrelson v. United 
States (C. C. A* 4th), 94 F. (2d) 182, in support of the con¬ 
tention that the existence of total disability during the life 
of the policy and its continuance to the time of the trial is 
substantial evidence of its permanent character. In that case, 
however, the disability had continued without interruption for 
eighteen years. In the case at bar, the appellee does not con¬ 
tend that he was totally disabled for a considerable period 
prior to trial. Such a contention would be untenable in view 
of the fact that the appellee pursued his usual occupation to 
1933. 

CONCLUSION 

The judgment should be reversed and the action dismissed 
on the merits. 

Respectfully submitted. 
David A. Pine, 

United States Attorney for 
the District of Columbia. 

Julius C. Martin, 

Director, Bureau of Wax Risk Litigation. 
Alexander Holtzoff, 

Special Assistant to the Attorney General. 
Herbert A. Bergson, 

Special Attorney. 
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